Stasis, mini stasis, craft, Jupiter
Part 13

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/27/2012 12:51 PM

I want to draw some attention since this is pinned, (thanks to whoever did that!), to my Many
Obami thread. I have just posted on it, about the changed out Candy Crowley that is so obvious
on CNN this morning. She is doing stuff honoring veterans. This is not even a "good" lookalike.
turned up nose she never had, wrong body, as to fat on it, and face is shaped wrong, period.
Thread: Obama HEAD scars/ the multiple Obami.
---------------------------------------------------------------------“All knowledge existeth.
All knowledge cometh to man in its season.
Cosmic messengers periodically give to man
such knowledge of My cosmos as man is able to comprehend,
but that which he can bear is like unto a thimbleful
out of mighty ocean, for man is but beginning to comprehend.
“When man knoweth Light then he will know no limitations,
But man must know the Light for himself and none there
Can be who can make words of it, for Light knoweth Light
And there need be no words.” Walter Russell, Divine Illiad

NIP: The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and
strive to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing
on Jesus does not cut the mustard. What cuts the mustard is your efforts at knowledge.
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. [link to www.abundanthope.net]
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16022654
United States
05/27/2012 02:30 PM
This mini stasis is killing me .. it's been six montjhs! ANd this thread is stil heere..maybe i lack the
training maybe im just not up to it.
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But ya gotta giveme a brea k. Or jsut put me back in/ deep Talking big time, ten years or more
even.. anything, jus wake me when itf over.
KUTRO
User ID: 16065686
United States
05/27/2012 03:16 PM
It feels like if I am beginning to feel the incoming wave. This last week has been intense. I think I
perceive the wave ahead of time. It is very near. Are you ready?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16643248
United States
05/27/2012 04:10 PM
Body sore and vegetation is off the charts. I still don't believe this stuff though. 6 years I've been
reading with no results. Very sad for me. Not strong enough I guess.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16545955
United States
05/27/2012 05:08 PM
Body sore and vegetation is off the charts. I still don't believe this stuff though. 6 years I've been
reading with no results. Very sad for me. Not strong enough I guess.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16643248

What sort of results do you expect?
I'll leave the question at that, very open ended.
siniXster
NightWatch
User ID: 12700349
United States
05/27/2012 06:13 PM

Dear Nip,
what are your thoughts if any on the the following?
[link to www.pssurvival.com]
[link to www.pssurvival.com]
I was scanning thread titles on another site when a thread referencing the upcoming 3 days of
darkness caught my eye. the above link states it will happen on the 25th. I don't know anything
about Zetas but am very curious as to your opinion.
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Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

we have NOT stated When it will happen and we are not going to. We gave the required advance
notice on my site, which must be given at least 3 days before hand, but do not read it will happen
in 3 days or any biblical interpretation, or any holy days or birth of saints or anything else. it
happens when the team above does it. The planet is in dire shape, we had another really short
mini stasis very recently, just 24 hours or so, for cleaning. I know because it felt like a very long
night, body hurt, and also because if the plants are not in stasis they continue to grow and there
reports of all the picking done and then the "next morning" the plants again had almost over grown
beans etc. there are clues for those who gardan if we have a short ministasis.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Hi Candace, referring to your comment above concerning the extent of the recent stasis,
compared to some of the differences we see this week 24hrs seems rather short, there are some
distinct discrepancies that my g/f and I have both noticed that say it was a bit longer for us. Any
chance some of us were put in stasis and then taken off-world or somewhere unseen here for a
different purpose? Perplexed...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16771188
United States
05/27/2012 08:59 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

we have NOT stated When it will happen and we are not going to. We gave the required advance
notice on my site, which must be given at least 3 days before hand, but do not read it will happen
in 3 days or any biblical interpretation, or any holy days or birth of saints or anything else. it
happens when the team above does it. The planet is in dire shape, we had another really short
mini stasis very recently, just 24 hours or so, for cleaning. I know because it felt like a very long
night, body hurt, and also because if the plants are not in stasis they continue to grow and there
reports of all the picking done and then the "next morning" the plants again had almost over grown
beans etc. there are clues for those who gardan if we have a short ministasis.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well, that would certainly explain the rapid growth of my tomatoes over the past week. They went
from looking nice to need to be tied up in two days. I have so many strawberries & carrots that I
am gifting them to everyone. Hot peppers are blooming too -- should not be yet in this zone.
For those who understand gardening, what I am saying is that my nightshade family plants
(meaning those that grow only at night) have markedly accelerated, and my other veggies have
taken quite a jump.
As to the comment on the night shades, I wonder if they will spurt even more during the 3 days?
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith
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an earlier example where I live in Thornton, CO a suburb of Denver, I went to bed one night with a
couple blossoms on the nectarine tree just starting to open and the "next" morning is was fully in
bloom, fully open mature flowers. I saw a similar thing on it this past week, where the fruit had
grown too much. Also my peony flowers had a sudden spurt too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I think I will sprout some sunflower seeds just to watch them grow. Do they have to be outside?
All the plants that grew so fast mentioned in the previous posts were outside I believe.
Does it make a difference during stasis?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/28/2012 10:06 AM

Ok if some of you here may wish to join my forum, a couple of you have, you can go to this linky
[link to abundanthope.net] to see how. I don't make the forum linky public. PLEASE in the email
you will be sending, explain WHY you want to join, that you are from GLP etc. This is not an open
forum.
Its an ordinary forum in some ways. people post the latests in news, quakes, science, and all the
rest. It has a lot of boards. Johan has quite a section there, for daily meditation stuff etc. Unlike
GLP its organized. there are about 150 members. We used to have more but when people don't
login in for 6 months we remove them. Of course I have had to re approve everybody, its not
possible to transfer membership from a forum with the data base totally destroyed.
I do request the posting of a mission statement, by everyone, because members must have a
mission of some sort. If churches taught that life is a MISSIOn and people should seek purpose,
the world would change. When I first opened my forum dec 6, of 2005, we got over 1000 people
posting trash and huge arguments and lots of thugs trying to destroy the place. I closed it for a
couple weeks, cleaned it up and made people post a mission statement to gain entry. 900 people
never came back, because posting a mission statement was NOT their cup of tea.
Well, this is a messianic forum for those with vision. You will post one. I prefer you even do so in
the email you will send me! If you are not a regular reader of my site, do not apply. AH IS the 2nd
coming organization and it is going to govern this world after the long stasis, when the planet is
back under Celestial oversight. Initially there will otherwise be no government, all man's stuff
GONE. WE need people with imagination and a keen idea of what is wrong on this world and
what is right.
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We lost 7 years of stuff, lots of personal friendly family conversation but lots of tremendous stuff
too. I do encourage discussions on topics of importance to this world, like population control.........
and all that is gone, so maybe some fresh discussion is warranted anyway. I have problems even
with this group currently getting people to discuss solutions that must come in our new world that
seem "painful" to look at.
I have yet to build the new section for some of those topics of contention on this world. Maybe I
will attempt that today, start building it. We have many sub boards on the forum, things are sorted.
We had foreign language sections for translations and so people from other languages could talk,
and we don't have that back yet. We for example have quite a few korean members so had a
section for them with korean characters.
I do NOT tolerate some of the noxious dissension like you see here on glp. WE have an "inborn"
manners code you might say.
Lady Jane Smith
The hand wielding the sword bears the shame
User ID: 16437129
United States
05/28/2012 02:33 PM

...

we have NOT stated When it will happen and we are not going to. We gave the required advance
notice on my site, which must be given at least 3 days before hand, but do not read it will happen
in 3 days or any biblical interpretation, or any holy days or birth of saints or anything else. it
happens when the team above does it. The planet is in dire shape, we had another really short
mini stasis very recently, just 24 hours or so, for cleaning. I know because it felt like a very long
night, body hurt, and also because if the plants are not in stasis they continue to grow and there
reports of all the picking done and then the "next morning" the plants again had almost over grown
beans etc. there are clues for those who gardan if we have a short ministasis.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Well, that would certainly explain the rapid growth of my tomatoes over the past week. They went
from looking nice to need to be tied up in two days. I have so many strawberries & carrots that I
am gifting them to everyone. Hot peppers are blooming too -- should not be yet in this zone.
For those who understand gardening, what I am saying is that my nightshade family plants
(meaning those that grow only at night) have markedly accelerated, and my other veggies have
taken quite a jump.
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As to the comment on the night shades, I wonder if they will spurt even more during the 3 days?
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

an earlier example where I live in Thornton, CO a suburb of Denver, I went to bed one night with a
couple blossoms on the nectarine tree just starting to open and the "next" morning is was fully in
bloom, fully open mature flowers. I saw a similar thing on it this past week, where the fruit had
grown too much. Also my peony flowers had a sudden spurt too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I think I will sprout some sunflower seeds just to watch them grow. Do they have to be outside?
All the plants that grew so fast mentioned in the previous posts were outside I believe.
Does it make a difference during stasis?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16771188

Sunflowers can be grown inside if near a sunny window. Just be careful which seeds you buy.
There are some sunflowers that grow only 18 inches high and others 12 feet. Just make sure you
obtain the type that will fit your space.

einsteinsfly
User ID: 16670802
United States
05/28/2012 03:09 PM

...

Well, that would certainly explain the rapid growth of my tomatoes over the past week. They went
from looking nice to need to be tied up in two days. I have so many strawberries & carrots that I
am gifting them to everyone. Hot peppers are blooming too -- should not be yet in this zone.
For those who understand gardening, what I am saying is that my nightshade family plants
(meaning those that grow only at night) have markedly accelerated, and my other veggies have
taken quite a jump.
As to the comment on the night shades, I wonder if they will spurt even more during the 3 days?
Quoting: Lady Jane Smith

an earlier example where I live in Thornton, CO a suburb of Denver, I went to bed one night with a
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couple blossoms on the nectarine tree just starting to open and the "next" morning is was fully in
bloom, fully open mature flowers. I saw a similar thing on it this past week, where the fruit had
grown too much. Also my peony flowers had a sudden spurt too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I think I will sprout some sunflower seeds just to watch them grow. Do they have to be outside?
All the plants that grew so fast mentioned in the previous posts were outside I believe.
Does it make a difference during stasis?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16771188

Sunflowers can be grown inside if near a sunny window. Just be careful which seeds you buy.
There are some sunflowers that grow only 18 inches high and others 12 feet. Just make sure you
obtain the type that will fit your space.

Quoting: Lady Jane Smith
Or, make the space for the seed that you have planted.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16643248
United States
05/28/2012 03:25 PM
Body sore and vegetation is off the charts. I still don't believe this stuff though. 6 years I've been
reading with no results. Very sad for me. Not strong enough I guess.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16643248

What sort of results do you expect?
I'll leave the question at that, very open ended.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16545955

I suppose the results I expected were the physical action of words (channeling / telepathy) those
associated with this group were putting out. Every so often they get on this huge (highly
believeable) bandwagon of some sort of immediate action. It always fails to materialize.
Granted, I'm weak willed and short on trust, but after a dozen or so buildups to nothingness
makes me sad.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/28/2012 08:33 PM
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Body sore and vegetation is off the charts. I still don't believe this stuff though. 6 years I've been
reading with no results. Very sad for me. Not strong enough I guess.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16643248

What sort of results do you expect?
I'll leave the question at that, very open ended.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16545955

I suppose the results I expected were the physical action of words (channeling / telepathy) those
associated with this group were putting out. Every so often they get on this huge (highly
believeable) bandwagon of some sort of immediate action. It always fails to materialize.
Granted, I'm weak willed and short on trust, but after a dozen or so buildups to nothingness
makes me sad.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16643248

come the proper time you will understand that. This is a most different world. I get "tired" of them
too, except I know the reasons for changes made. BE glad, because before 2001,, they were
going to evacuate everyone , roll the planet over, and close up shop for a few thousand years
while the planet healed. We are working out an inbetween solution to that, and everyone up there
on all those boards upstairs has different ideas of the when, the why and the how. Managing the
ever changing energies and population response is not cut and dried.
You ones have a lot of opportunity at continual growth during this. Loose the impatience at "being
saved" or getting off the place. If you want to stay and serve after the stasis, this is an initially
great opportunity to solidify that decision. And an incredible opportunity for your soul growth. This
world is a training world for the best of the best of upcoming ones earning their big degrees in
whatever their career goals are. Take advantage, its both sickening and fun, depending on what

one is looking at on any one day.
msz
Love energy can change the world
User ID: 16787131
United States
05/28/2012 10:22 PM
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...

an earlier example where I live in Thornton, CO a suburb of Denver, I went to bed one night with a
couple blossoms on the nectarine tree just starting to open and the "next" morning is was fully in
bloom, fully open mature flowers. I saw a similar thing on it this past week, where the fruit had
grown too much. Also my peony flowers had a sudden spurt too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
I think I will sprout some sunflower seeds just to watch them grow. Do they have to be outside?
All the plants that grew so fast mentioned in the previous posts were outside I believe.
Does it make a difference during stasis?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16771188

Sunflowers can be grown inside if near a sunny window. Just be careful which seeds you buy.
There are some sunflowers that grow only 18 inches high and others 12 feet. Just make sure you
obtain the type that will fit your space.

Quoting: Lady Jane Smith
Or, make the space for the seed that you have planted.
Quoting: einsteinsfly

thanks for the replies
I am just growing them as sprouts,
to have sprouts to eat
and to see if there is any speed up in their growth at certain times.
I guess my question is,
will stasis effect plant growth the same if they are inside or outside?
If your outdoor plants that grew so much overnight had instead been inside, would they have
grown just as fast?
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
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05/29/2012 01:44 AM
tried to let u know that someone posted your 3 days darkness in another website. That website's
name I assume is off limits here. can't wait for what comes. will apply for your forum and i hope i
make it. much love to you for what you are doing.
jingo
User ID: 1154368
United Kingdom
05/29/2012 04:55 AM
hi read with interest kib's The showbusiness analogy
i find it pathetic nobody knows what god is/its origin
yet we're expected to go along with its tedious little
games,not surprised lucifer rebelled,i don't look back on
any part of me life with any pleasure whatsoever,like i
said to haz might as well be uncreated,what is there to
be grateful for,in the immortal words of kib just asking,
i shall now take cover before mount evna kirchardt explodes
regards to cici frank poncho bet
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
05/29/2012 07:07 AM
again I ask, as I have asked many times before with NO answer
Will the three days of darkness happen in 2012?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1352927
Canada
05/29/2012 08:11 AM
again I ask, as I have asked many times before with NO answer
Will the three days of darkness happen in 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

You will not get an answer. It is a complicated situation with many factors in a constant state of
flux. Cm will not give His okay until conditions are perfect.
Perhaps these messages will give you an idea.
The Process of the Resurrection Begins
Arch Angel Michael, the Arch Angel of the Resurrection
NOW IS THE HOUR...... NOW IS THE TIME
Gabriel of Nebadon
Greetings to All of you, Children of The Light.
By Siraya thru Johan
May 26, 2012 - 4:13:57 PM
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Siraya : Greetings to All of you, Children of The Light.
I AM Siraya,
Representing Creator Source in Orvonton.
It is my greatest pleasure to confirm that what your Most Esteemed Creator son, Michael of
Nebadon has announced, is upon us. From Universal Perspective, call it nano-seconds. His
courtesy call to give notice of the days of the darkened sun has brought great joy amongst many
dignitaries from all over Creation who have been front row, tip of their seats. And most recently
been witnessing the last pieces of the puzzle, chess game if you like, been skillfully manoeuvered,
masterminded into place.
What has been sent by Creator Source by His Decree, agreed upon by ALL involved, is making
his entry as we speak. The Wave will impact accordingly and appropriately and will propel forward
the long awaited finale of the most tedious works your Sovereign has endeavoured upon sofar.
To reach this highest possible level of perfection, with so many variables and constant
dealbreakers or unexpected twists and turns at play, this deserves more then merely a quotation
in the annals of this Local Universe. This feat, once determined a ' done deal ', will be further
studied and adored far outside its enormous frontiers and boundaries. It is the cornerstone many
would have rejected, but Your Creator Son accepted this challenge truely against all odds, not
knowing its precise outcome by far. It is not the end, what never can be reached as Within The
One Creation, cycles come and go, ever expanding Within a Omnipotent, Omnipresent and
Omniscient Supreme Intelligent Power, that never stops.
Those in the knowing have reasons to rejoice, while standing firm still, those unknowing will be
removed or made aware, much to their surprise. I therefore choose to bring those glad tidings
from my heart and equally from Our Creator Source, in the knowing of a lot more work to be
accomplished, but glad with where we stand.
I Bless all you Light Warriors and Star Seeds who stood tall no matter the storms. Your work and
hearts content has not gone unnoticed at all.
I AM Siraya,
in Service of Creator Source.
Love and Light,
Johan
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
05/29/2012 08:45 AM
again I ask, as I have asked many times before with NO answer
Will the three days of darkness happen in 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139
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You will not get an answer. It is a complicated situation with many factors in a constant state of
flux. Cm will not give His okay until conditions are perfect.
Perhaps these messages will give you an idea.
The Process of the Resurrection Begins
Arch Angel Michael, the Arch Angel of the Resurrection
NOW IS THE HOUR...... NOW IS THE TIME
Gabriel of Nebadon
Greetings to All of you, Children of The Light.
By Siraya thru Johan
May 26, 2012 - 4:13:57 PM

Siraya : Greetings to All of you, Children of The Light.
I AM Siraya,
Representing Creator Source in Orvonton.
It is my greatest pleasure to confirm that what your Most Esteemed Creator son, Michael of
Nebadon has announced, is upon us. From Universal Perspective, call it nano-seconds. His
courtesy call to give notice of the days of the darkened sun has brought great joy amongst many
dignitaries from all over Creation who have been front row, tip of their seats. And most recently
been witnessing the last pieces of the puzzle, chess game if you like, been skillfully manoeuvered,
masterminded into place.
What has been sent by Creator Source by His Decree, agreed upon by ALL involved, is making
his entry as we speak. The Wave will impact accordingly and appropriately and will propel forward
the long awaited finale of the most tedious works your Sovereign has endeavoured upon sofar.
To reach this highest possible level of perfection, with so many variables and constant
dealbreakers or unexpected twists and turns at play, this deserves more then merely a quotation
in the annals of this Local Universe. This feat, once determined a ' done deal ', will be further
studied and adored far outside its enormous frontiers and boundaries. It is the cornerstone many
would have rejected, but Your Creator Son accepted this challenge truely against all odds, not
knowing its precise outcome by far. It is not the end, what never can be reached as Within The
One Creation, cycles come and go, ever expanding Within a Omnipotent, Omnipresent and
Omniscient Supreme Intelligent Power, that never stops.
Those in the knowing have reasons to rejoice, while standing firm still, those unknowing will be
removed or made aware, much to their surprise. I therefore choose to bring those glad tidings
from my heart and equally from Our Creator Source, in the knowing of a lot more work to be
accomplished, but glad with where we stand.
I Bless all you Light Warriors and Star Seeds who stood tall no matter the storms. Your work and
hearts content has not gone unnoticed at all.
I AM Siraya,
in Service of Creator Source.
Love and Light,
Johan
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[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1352927

The problem here is that you cannot tell anyone about this because there is no accountability. If
no by date is given then it is very open ended and cannot fail because the can gets kicked down
the road indefinetely. If you tell someone that 3 days of darkness is coming and nothing happens
this week, month, year, then your warning falls on deaf ears. People won't believe it. If it does not
happen this year, then the bringer of this news will be a failure and their words will no longer be
heard. An open timeline is just way too easy---- in this scenario- there is no failure.
I am not bashing just seeking.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7510834
United States
05/29/2012 09:04 AM
again I ask, as I have asked many times before with NO answer
Will the three days of darkness happen in 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

You will not get an answer. It is a complicated situation with many factors in a constant state of
flux. Cm will not give His okay until conditions are perfect.
Perhaps these messages will give you an idea.
The Process of the Resurrection Begins
Arch Angel Michael, the Arch Angel of the Resurrection
NOW IS THE HOUR...... NOW IS THE TIME
Gabriel of Nebadon
Greetings to All of you, Children of The Light.
By Siraya thru Johan
May 26, 2012 - 4:13:57 PM

Siraya : Greetings to All of you, Children of The Light.
I AM Siraya,
Representing Creator Source in Orvonton.
It is my greatest pleasure to confirm that what your Most Esteemed Creator son, Michael of
Nebadon has announced, is upon us. From Universal Perspective, call it nano-seconds. His
courtesy call to give notice of the days of the darkened sun has brought great joy amongst many
dignitaries from all over Creation who have been front row, tip of their seats. And most recently
been witnessing the last pieces of the puzzle, chess game if you like, been skillfully manoeuvered,
masterminded into place.
What has been sent by Creator Source by His Decree, agreed upon by ALL involved, is making
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his entry as we speak. The Wave will impact accordingly and appropriately and will propel forward
the long awaited finale of the most tedious works your Sovereign has endeavoured upon sofar.
To reach this highest possible level of perfection, with so many variables and constant
dealbreakers or unexpected twists and turns at play, this deserves more then merely a quotation
in the annals of this Local Universe. This feat, once determined a ' done deal ', will be further
studied and adored far outside its enormous frontiers and boundaries. It is the cornerstone many
would have rejected, but Your Creator Son accepted this challenge truely against all odds, not
knowing its precise outcome by far. It is not the end, what never can be reached as Within The
One Creation, cycles come and go, ever expanding Within a Omnipotent, Omnipresent and
Omniscient Supreme Intelligent Power, that never stops.
Those in the knowing have reasons to rejoice, while standing firm still, those unknowing will be
removed or made aware, much to their surprise. I therefore choose to bring those glad tidings
from my heart and equally from Our Creator Source, in the knowing of a lot more work to be
accomplished, but glad with where we stand.
I Bless all you Light Warriors and Star Seeds who stood tall no matter the storms. Your work and
hearts content has not gone unnoticed at all.
I AM Siraya,
in Service of Creator Source.
Love and Light,
Johan
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1352927

The problem here is that you cannot tell anyone about this because there is no accountability. If
no by date is given then it is very open ended and cannot fail because the can gets kicked down
the road indefinetely. If you tell someone that 3 days of darkness is coming and nothing happens
this week, month, year, then your warning falls on deaf ears. People won't believe it. If it does not
happen this year, then the bringer of this news will be a failure and their words will no longer be
heard. An open timeline is just way too easy---- in this scenario- there is no failure.
I am not bashing just seeking.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

Very true. These predictions have failed many times over, yet their new ones still get a large
amount of people hopeful.
Who knows.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/29/2012 09:26 AM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1352927

The problem here is that you cannot tell anyone about this because there is no accountability. If
no by date is given then it is very open ended and cannot fail because the can gets kicked down
the road indefinetely. If you tell someone that 3 days of darkness is coming and nothing happens
this week, month, year, then your warning falls on deaf ears. People won't believe it. If it does not
happen this year, then the bringer of this news will be a failure and their words will no longer be
heard. An open timeline is just way too easy---- in this scenario- there is no failure.
I am not bashing just seeking.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 638139

Very true. These predictions have failed many times over, yet their new ones still get a large
amount of people hopeful.
Who knows.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7510834

They are NOT predictions, they are a record what fleet is planning and discussing. And "fleet", this
project is under Michael of Nebadon and a lot of higher ups who are trying to work out something
for this sick planet that produces growth without the wholesale destruction of the place and keeps
the Mother Gaia in service to those who can continue their journey based on where they are.
Thru this reporting, you have an opportunity others do not have, who are unaware of how things
are done upstairs in the oversight of planets and this one in particular. This planet has never
"enjoyed" this since of sorts since the days of adam and eve, 38000 years ago and even then the
peoples were not aware of the hierarchy other than Adam and Eves immediate supervisors and
even then, not much. That was due to the traitorous prince of this world at that time, who was still
fully in control and screwed the adam and eve mission, rather literally in the sense of the word, but
convincing eve as her superior on this world to violate her contract about introducing the adamic
gene line too soon to this planet, the child was Cain. The Prince was not his Father, these sons of
god that rule planets are not reproductive beings, but a handsome young man of this worlds best
genetics at the time, outside of the family of Adam and Eve. Wasn't the only thing that ruined the
racial uplifting and other projects here but significant. Eve and hubby Adam we affected by not
having the open circuits to the higher management worlds. This planet was isolated from "heaven"
200,000 years ago and they were working on a sin stricken dark world without adequate backup.
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You are being introduced to how its done. This worlds circuits were reopened on whatever that
day was called back in 1987. YOu are seeing the first pubic results of that opening which started
really with the Phoenix Journal project.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12346980
United States
05/29/2012 09:34 AM
NIP
what's the difference
between LOVE and HOPE ?
and
between FEAR and TRUTH ?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/29/2012 09:56 AM

NIP
what's the difference
between LOVE and HOPE ?
and
between FEAR and TRUTH ?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12346980

that is a topic for YOU to discern for yourself. They are all quite different words. to each. the dark I
suppose associate Hope and Fear. Hope they can keep this world but surely they have no love for
it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
05/29/2012 11:32 AM
this is indeed exciting..
will it happen in 2012 NIP?
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
05/29/2012 12:57 PM
"The problem here is that you cannot tell anyone about this because there is no accountability. If
no by date is given then it is very open ended and cannot fail because the can gets kicked down
the road indefinetely. If you tell someone that 3 days of darkness is coming and nothing happens
this week, month, year, then your warning falls on deaf ears. People won't believe it. If it does not
happen this year, then the bringer of this news will be a failure and their words will no longer be
heard. An open timeline is just way too easy---- in this scenario- there is no failure.
I am not bashing just seeking."
You don't necessarily have to convince people this will happen, nor warn them. The three days
will come as a great surprise to many and perhaps that is intentional. Mankind is hypnotized and
needs bringing out of his trance with a jolt.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
05/29/2012 01:14 PM
"The problem here is that you cannot tell anyone about this because there is no accountability. If
no by date is given then it is very open ended and cannot fail because the can gets kicked down
the road indefinetely. If you tell someone that 3 days of darkness is coming and nothing happens
this week, month, year, then your warning falls on deaf ears. People won't believe it. If it does not
happen this year, then the bringer of this news will be a failure and their words will no longer be
heard. An open timeline is just way too easy---- in this scenario- there is no failure.
I am not bashing just seeking."
You don't necessarily have to convince people this will happen, nor warn them. The three days
will come as a great surprise to many and perhaps that is intentional. Mankind is hypnotized and
needs bringing out of his trance with a jolt.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

will it happen in 2012?
jingo
User ID: 1154368
United Kingdom
05/29/2012 01:37 PM
you bet
Tiago63
User ID: 3912535
Brazil
05/29/2012 01:55 PM
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Hospitals
It has been said that the "3 days of darkness" will be without electricity.
What about the hospitals?
jingo
User ID: 4867168
United States
05/29/2012 05:00 PM
The prophesy - darkness uncovered
nice one haz
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/29/2012 06:43 PM

Hospitals
It has been said that the "3 days of darkness" will be without electricity.
What about the hospitals?
Quoting: Tiago63

generators will work. hospitals will go into the mode they always do under conditions of no
electricity. they do very well at it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
05/29/2012 07:21 PM
Maybe it's a combination of reading about the children killed in Syria and the cannibalistic story in
Florida but I feel so sick inside & my heart is heavy.
Everything is timing & there are lessons but I really wish the 3 Days were here already...
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What has to happen for people to really acknowledge that something is terribly wrong?
Very Sad Future Cosmologist
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/29/2012 07:24 PM

Maybe it's a combination of reading about the children killed in Syria and the cannibalistic story in
Florida but I feel so sick inside & my heart is heavy.
Everything is timing & there are lessons but I really wish the 3 Days were here already...
What has to happen for people to really acknowledge that something is terribly wrong?
Very Sad Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

well the good news per se on CNN today is I guess there is finally something on Obama. They
have been planning to assassinate him to carry their plans, but now apparently its removing him,
via the birth certificate story and kill list. I was told today something of this sort should appear
finally on CNN and is preferable to the other option, its true as to where he was born and his
preparation by outside folks for the presidency.
This country is behind Syria. Its quite sad.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
05/30/2012 07:08 AM
Maybe it's a combination of reading about the children killed in Syria and the cannibalistic story in
Florida but I feel so sick inside & my heart is heavy.
Everything is timing & there are lessons but I really wish the 3 Days were here already...
What has to happen for people to really acknowledge that something is terribly wrong?
Very Sad Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

well the good news per se on CNN today is I guess there is finally something on Obama. They
have been planning to assassinate him to carry their plans, but now apparently its removing him,
via the birth certificate story and kill list. I was told today something of this sort should appear
finally on CNN and is preferable to the other option, its true as to where he was born and his
preparation by outside folks for the presidency.
This country is behind Syria. Its quite sad.
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Quoting: Nobody in Particular

He like many others but especially-- is a scourge to this land
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
05/30/2012 04:18 PM
Maybe it's a combination of reading about the children killed in Syria and the cannibalistic story in
Florida but I feel so sick inside & my heart is heavy.
Everything is timing & there are lessons but I really wish the 3 Days were here already...
What has to happen for people to really acknowledge that something is terribly wrong?
Very Sad Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

well the good news per se on CNN today is I guess there is finally something on Obama. They
have been planning to assassinate him to carry their plans, but now apparently its removing him,
via the birth certificate story and kill list. I was told today something of this sort should appear
finally on CNN and is preferable to the other option, its true as to where he was born and his
preparation by outside folks for the presidency.
This country is behind Syria. Its quite sad.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That is good news but won't another puppet step in to further their agenda unless there's a radical
change/approach to 'government', it's still the same?
I find myself wishing for the teaching period to come NOW in hopes that something within will be
unlocked letting me know what meaningful contribution I can make without having to worry about
my financial obligations.
How much more before Mother Earth needs to cut loose & do her thing? In the past 48 hours
there have been concerns and/or alerts with Volcanoes in Indonesia, Hawaii, Iceland, Russia and
Columbia. That doesn't even include what could be happening underwater.
Excuse me for venting but it just seems like something catastrophic would need to happen in this
country (US) for people to step outside their little worlds. Every day I'm thankful for all that I have
including a great job but it pains me when I see that the majority of people are being worn away
by the daily grind.
Sorry, I know it will be what it will be. It's all good...
Peace,
Future Cosmologist
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16766195
United States
05/30/2012 11:33 PM
It is sad how many are being grinded away by the way things are in the world. Its a viscious cycle,
like a dog chasing its tail around. Person has bad day, takes bad day out on another, who then
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releases their stess on another and it just keeps going. Meanwhile many are off in their own little
world, revolving around them, talking on their cell phones when people are trying to cash them out
at stores, and the list goes on. To much me me me and not enough US mentality.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
05/31/2012 07:06 AM
WILL THIS HAPPEN IN 2012?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12729210
05/31/2012 11:18 AM
WILL THIS HAPPEN IN 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

IRRELEVANT, JUPITER 2nd SUN IS TOO LITTLE TO BE SIGNIFICANT.
this Solar-gate event happened before the March N-equinox:

next solar occurrence expected before the June N-solstice.
THERE IS NOT NEED 4 STASIS. LIBERATION IS COMING from FATHER.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
05/31/2012 04:04 PM
WILL THIS HAPPEN IN 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

IRRELEVANT, JUPITER 2nd SUN IS TOO LITTLE TO BE SIGNIFICANT.
this Solar-gate event happened before the March N-equinox:

next solar occurrence expected before the June N-solstice.
THERE IS NOT NEED 4 STASIS. LIBERATION IS COMING from FATHER.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12729210

I might be off base here, but here's another coincidence: those images were taken between 11th
and 13th March, 2012.
That triangle is the symbol of Dianetics and 13th March is the birthday of L Ron Hubbard (aka
Buddha).
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17065307
China
05/31/2012 08:28 PM
Maybe it's a combination of reading about the children killed in Syria and the cannibalistic story in
Florida but I feel so sick inside & my heart is heavy.
Everything is timing & there are lessons but I really wish the 3 Days were here already...
What has to happen for people to really acknowledge that something is terribly wrong?
Very Sad Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

well the good news per se on CNN today is I guess there is finally something on Obama. They
have been planning to assassinate him to carry their plans, but now apparently its removing him,
via the birth certificate story and kill list. I was told today something of this sort should appear
finally on CNN and is preferable to the other option, its true as to where he was born and his
preparation by outside folks for the presidency.
This country is behind Syria. Its quite sad.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi NIP, how many people will leave earth during three darkeness day? except for the dark, will
other people, for example, those who do not have souls leave the earth?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16766195
United States
05/31/2012 09:33 PM
Round up time for a large amount of Dark ones perhaps?
Official Bliderberg 2012 Attendee List

[link to www.bilderbergmeetings.org]
Bilderberg Meetings
Chantilly, Virginia, USA, 31 May-3 June 2012
Final List of Participants
Chairman
FRA Castries, Henri de Chairman and CEO, AXA Group

DEU Ackermann, Josef Chairman of the Management Board and the Group Executive
Committee, Deutsche Bank AG
GBR Agius, Marcus Chairman, Barclays plc
USA Ajami, Fouad Senior Fellow, The Hoover Institution, Stanford University
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USA Alexander, Keith B. Commander, US Cyber Command; Director, National Security Agency
INT Almunia, Joaquín Vice-President - Commissioner for Competition, European Commission
USA Altman, Roger C. Chairman, Evercore Partners
PRT Amado, Luís Chairman, Banco Internacional do Funchal (BANIF)
NOR Andresen, Johan H. Owner and CEO, FERD
FIN Apunen, Matti Director, Finnish Business and Policy Forum EVA
TUR Babacan, Ali Deputy Prime Minister for Economic and Financial Affairs
PRT Balsemão, Francisco Pinto President and CEO, Impresa; Former Prime Minister
FRA Baverez, Nicolas Partner, Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
FRA Béchu, Christophe Senator, and Chairman, General Council of Maine-et-Loire
BEL Belgium, H.R.H. Prince Philippe of
TUR Berbero&#287;lu, Enis Editor-in-Chief, Hürriyet Newspaper
ITA Bernabè, Franco Chairman and CEO, Telecom Italia
GBR Boles, Nick Member of Parliament
SWE Bonnier, Jonas President and CEO, Bonnier AB
NOR Brandtzæg, Svein Richard President and CEO, Norsk Hydro ASA
AUT Bronner, Oscar Publisher, Der Standard Medienwelt
SWE Carlsson, Gunilla Minister for International Development Cooperation
CAN Carney, Mark J. Governor, Bank of Canada
ESP Cebrián, Juan Luis CEO, PRISA; Chairman, El País
AUT Cernko, Willibald CEO, UniCredit Bank Austria AG
FRA Chalendar, Pierre André de Chairman and CEO, Saint-Gobain
DNK Christiansen, Jeppe CEO, Maj Invest
RUS Chubais, Anatoly B. CEO, OJSC RUSNANO
CAN Clark, W. Edmund Group President and CEO, TD Bank Group
GBR Clarke, Kenneth Member of Parliament, Lord Chancellor and Secretary of Justice
USA Collins, Timothy C. CEO and Senior Managing Director, Ripplewood Holdings, LLC
ITA Conti, Fulvio CEO and General Manager, Enel S.p.A.
USA Daniels, Jr., Mitchell E. Governor of Indiana
USA DeMuth, Christopher Distinguished Fellow, Hudson Institute
USA Donilon, Thomas E. National Security Advisor, The White House
GBR Dudley, Robert Group Chief Executive, BP plc
ITA Elkann, John Chairman, Fiat S.p.A.
DEU Enders, Thomas CEO, Airbus
USA Evans, J. Michael Vice Chairman, Global Head of Growth Markets, Goldman Sachs & Co.
AUT Faymann, Werner Federal Chancellor
DNK Federspiel, Ulrik Executive Vice President, Haldor Topsøe A/S
USA Ferguson, Niall Laurence A. Tisch Professor of History, Harvard University
GBR Flint, Douglas J. Group Chairman, HSBC Holdings plc
CHN Fu, Ying Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs
IRL Gallagher, Paul Former Attorney General; Senior Counsel
USA Gephardt, Richard A. President and CEO, Gephardt Group
GRC Giannitsis, Anastasios Former Minister of Interior; Professor of Development and
International Economics, University of Athens
USA Goolsbee, Austan D. Professor of Economics, University of Chicago Booth School of
Business
USA Graham, Donald E. Chairman and CEO, The Washington Post Company
ITA Gruber, Lilli Journalist - Anchorwoman, La 7 TV
INT Gucht, Karel de Commissioner for Trade, European Commission
NLD Halberstadt, Victor Professor of Economics, Leiden University; Former Honorary Secretary
General of Bilderberg Meetings
USA Harris, Britt CIO, Teacher Retirement System of Texas
USA Hoffman, Reid Co-founder and Executive Chairman, LinkedIn
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CHN Huang, Yiping Professor of Economics, China Center for Economic Research, Peking
University
USA Huntsman, Jr., Jon M. Chairman, Huntsman Cancer Foundation
DEU Ischinger, Wolfgang Chairman, Munich Security Conference; Global Head Government
Relations, Allianz SE
RUS Ivanov, Igor S. Associate member, Russian Academy of Science; President, Russian
International Affairs Council
FRA Izraelewicz, Erik CEO, Le Monde
USA Jacobs, Kenneth M. Chairman and CEO, Lazard
USA Johnson, James A. Vice Chairman, Perseus, LLC
USA Jordan, Jr., Vernon E. Senior Managing Director, Lazard
USA Karp, Alexander CEO, Palantir Technologies
USA Karsner, Alexander Executive Chairman, Manifest Energy, Inc
FRA Karvar, Anousheh Inspector, Inter-ministerial Audit and Evaluation Office for Social, Health,
Employment and Labor Policies
RUS Kasparov, Garry Chairman, United Civil Front (of Russia)
GBR Kerr, John Independent Member, House of Lords
USA Kerry, John Senator for Massachusetts
TUR Keyman, E. Fuat Director, Istanbul Policy Center and Professor of International Relations,
Sabanci University
USA Kissinger, Henry A. Chairman, Kissinger Associates, Inc.
USA Kleinfeld, Klaus Chairman and CEO, Alcoa
TUR Koç, Mustafa Chairman, Koç Holding A.&#350;.
DEU Koch, Roland CEO, Bilfinger Berger SE
INT Kodmani, Bassma Member of the Executive Bureau and Head of Foreign Affairs, Syrian
National Council
USA Kravis, Henry R. Co-Chairman and Co-CEO, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.
USA Kravis, Marie-Josée Senior Fellow, Hudson Institute
INT Kroes, Neelie Vice President, European Commission; Commissioner for Digital Agenda
USA Krupp, Fred President, Environmental Defense Fund
INT Lamy, Pascal Director-General, World Trade Organization
ITA Letta, Enrico Deputy Leader, Democratic Party (PD)
ISR Levite, Ariel E. Nonresident Senior Associate, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
USA Li, Cheng Director of Research and Senior Fellow, John L. Thornton China Center,
Brookings Institution
USA Lipsky, John Distinguished Visiting Scholar, Johns Hopkins University
USA Liveris, Andrew N. President, Chairman and CEO, The Dow Chemical Company
DEU Löscher, Peter President and CEO, Siemens AG
USA Lynn, William J. Chairman and CEO, DRS Technologies, Inc.
GBR Mandelson, Peter Member, House of Lords; Chairman, Global Counsel
USA Mathews, Jessica T. President, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
DEN Mchangama, Jacob Director of Legal Affairs, Center for Political Studies (CEPOS)
CAN McKenna, Frank Deputy Chair, TD Bank Group
USA Mehlman, Kenneth B. Partner, Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co.
GBR Micklethwait, John Editor-in-Chief, The Economist
FRA Montbrial, Thierry de President, French Institute for International Relations
PRT Moreira da Silva, Jorge First Vice-President, Partido Social Democrata (PSD)
USA Mundie, Craig J. Chief Research and Strategy Officer, Microsoft Corporation
DEU Nass, Matthias Chief International Correspondent, Die Zeit
NLD Netherlands, H.M. the Queen of the
ESP Nin Génova, Juan María Deputy Chairman and CEO, Caixabank
IRL Noonan, Michael Minister for Finance
USA Noonan, Peggy Author, Columnist, The Wall Street Journal
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FIN Ollila, Jorma Chairman, Royal Dutch Shell, plc
USA Orszag, Peter R. Vice Chairman, Citigroup
GRC Papalexopoulos, Dimitri Managing Director, Titan Cement Co.
NLD Pechtold, Alexander Parliamentary Leader, Democrats '66 (D66)
USA Perle, Richard N. Resident Fellow, American Enterprise Institute
NLD Polman, Paul CEO, Unilever PLC
CAN Prichard, J. Robert S. Chair, Torys LLP
ISR Rabinovich, Itamar Global Distinguished Professor, New York University
GBR Rachman, Gideon Chief Foreign Affairs Commentator, The Financial Times
USA Rattner, Steven Chairman, Willett Advisors LLC
CAN Redford, Alison M. Premier of Alberta
CAN Reisman, Heather M. CEO, Indigo Books & Music Inc.
DEU Reitzle, Wolfgang CEO & President, Linde AG
USA Rogoff, Kenneth S. Professor of Economics, Harvard University
USA Rose, Charlie Executive Editor and Anchor, Charlie Rose
USA Ross, Dennis B. Counselor, Washington Institute for Near East Policy
POL Rostowski, Jacek Minister of Finance
USA Rubin, Robert E. Co-Chair, Council on Foreign Relations; Former Secretary of the Treasury
NLD Rutte, Mark Prime Minister
ESP Sáenz de Santamaría Antón, Soraya Vice President and Minister for the Presidency
NLD Scheffer, Paul Professor of European Studies, Tilburg University
USA Schmidt, Eric E. Executive Chairman, Google Inc.
AUT Scholten, Rudolf Member of the Board of Executive Directors, Oesterreichische Kontrollbank
AG
FRA Senard, Jean-Dominique CEO, Michelin Group
USA Shambaugh, David Director, China Policy Program, George Washington University
INT Sheeran, Josette Vice Chairman, World Economic Forum
FIN Siilasmaa, Risto Chairman of the Board of Directors, Nokia Corporation
USA Speyer, Jerry I. Chairman and Co-CEO, Tishman Speyer
CHE Supino, Pietro Chairman and Publisher, Tamedia AG
IRL Sutherland, Peter D. Chairman, Goldman Sachs International
USA Thiel, Peter A. President, Clarium Capital / Thiel Capital
TUR Timuray, Serpil CEO, Vodafone Turkey
DEU Trittin, Jürgen Parliamentary Leader, Alliance 90/The Greens
GRC Tsoukalis, Loukas President, Hellenic Foundation for European and Foreign Policy
FIN Urpilainen, Jutta Minister of Finance
CHE Vasella, Daniel L. Chairman, Novartis AG
INT Vimont, Pierre Executive Secretary General, European External Action Service
GBR Voser, Peter CEO, Royal Dutch Shell plc
SWE Wallenberg, Jacob Chairman, Investor AB
USA Warsh, Kevin Distinguished Visiting Fellow, The Hoover Institution, Stanford University
GBR Wolf, Martin H. Chief Economics Commentator, The Financial Times
USA Wolfensohn, James D. Chairman and CEO, Wolfensohn and Company
CAN Wright, Nigel S. Chief of Staff, Office of the Prime Minister
USA Yergin, Daniel Chairman, IHS Cambridge Energy Research Associates
INT Zoellick, Robert B. President, The World Bank Group

Rapporteurs
GBR Bredow, Vendeline von Business Correspondent, The Economist
GBR Wooldridge, Adrian D. Foreign Correspondent, The Economist
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
05/31/2012 10:38 PM
In case you have not read the latest message on Abundant Hope
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Peace & Love
Future Cosmologist
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
05/31/2012 11:44 PM

In case you have not read the latest message on Abundant Hope
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Peace & Love
Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

and don't read too much into that, it is not directly related to the 3 days. CM told me those it was
intended for would know, and that's all I know.
To the AC who posted the Bilderburgers list,, thankyou. Also do NOt assume everyone there is a
dark one, for the light also infest the dark! Peter Jennings was one such example. He was on it,
and was murdered by cancer for his investigations into 911. He got caught I guess. HE contacted
ME 12 hours after his death. We were not able in the times afterwards to post a piece he
provided, risk to others. I don't have it anymore anyway. But don't pre judge everyone in places
like that, the CFR, the FED and the media.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
06/01/2012 12:09 AM
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Maybe it's a combination of reading about the children killed in Syria and the cannibalistic story in
Florida but I feel so sick inside & my heart is heavy.
Everything is timing & there are lessons but I really wish the 3 Days were here already...
What has to happen for people to really acknowledge that something is terribly wrong?
Very Sad Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

well the good news per se on CNN today is I guess there is finally something on Obama. They
have been planning to assassinate him to carry their plans, but now apparently its removing him,
via the birth certificate story and kill list. I was told today something of this sort should appear
finally on CNN and is preferable to the other option, its true as to where he was born and his
preparation by outside folks for the presidency.
This country is behind Syria. Its quite sad.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

That is good news but won't another puppet step in to further their agenda unless there's a radical
change/approach to 'government', it's still the same?
I find myself wishing for the teaching period to come NOW in hopes that something within will be
unlocked letting me know what meaningful contribution I can make without having to worry about
my financial obligations.
How much more before Mother Earth needs to cut loose & do her thing? In the past 48 hours
there have been concerns and/or alerts with Volcanoes in Indonesia, Hawaii, Iceland, Russia and
Columbia. That doesn't even include what could be happening underwater.
Excuse me for venting but it just seems like something catastrophic would need to happen in this
country (US) for people to step outside their little worlds. Every day I'm thankful for all that I have
including a great job but it pains me when I see that the majority of people are being worn away
by the daily grind.
Sorry, I know it will be what it will be. It's all good...
Peace,
Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

Dear Future Cosmologist,
you partly gave the answer you were searching for to yourself already.
If you could manage to stop worrying about your financial obligations, things would start to unfold.
It is the worry that keeps you from it.
I been there thats how I know.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/01/2012 02:28 PM
Quoteyou partly gave the answer you were searching for to yourself already.
If you could manage to stop worrying about your financial obligations, things would start to unfold.
It is the worry that keeps you from it.
I been there thats how I know.

-Quote
Thank you for your words Firmament. Just realized I sounded kind of frustrated when posting :).
My impression is that finances will operate very differently from how they do now, which is just one
of the reasons for wishing for the 3 Days of Darkness. It would be wonderful to see wealth spread
around to all & for people to know truth. It will probably be chaotic and difficult but liberating
afterwards though there will be lots & lots of hard work from what Nip has written.
Honestly & thankfully, I actually don't worry about money but as a single homeowner I'm very well
aware of my responsibilities plus helping friends in need with a place to stay &/or monetarily
means I can't just up & quit. However, this is where your wise words come into play: 'things would
start to unfold', I love & believe in that concept. Thank you for reminding me.
It just seems to me that all people would be able to develop their 'creativity' were they not so
caught up with trying to survive. Hope that makes sense.
Much love to you Firmament
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
06/01/2012 03:20 PM
WILL THIS HAPPEN IN 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

IRRELEVANT, JUPITER 2nd SUN IS TOO LITTLE TO BE SIGNIFICANT.
this Solar-gate event happened before the March N-equinox:

next solar occurrence expected before the June N-solstice.
THERE IS NOT NEED 4 STASIS. LIBERATION IS COMING from FATHER.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12729210

I might be off base here, but here's another coincidence: those images were taken between 11th
and 13th March, 2012.
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That triangle is the symbol of Dianetics and 13th March is the birthday of L Ron Hubbard (aka
Buddha).
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

you're all #%(#*% nuts!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7510834
United States
06/01/2012 05:21 PM
In case you have not read the latest message on Abundant Hope
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Peace & Love
Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

and don't read too much into that, it is not directly related to the 3 days. CM told me those it was
intended for would know, and that's all I know.
To the AC who posted the Bilderburgers list,, thankyou. Also do NOt assume everyone there is a
dark one, for the light also infest the dark! Peter Jennings was one such example. He was on it,
and was murdered by cancer for his investigations into 911. He got caught I guess. HE contacted
ME 12 hours after his death. We were not able in the times afterwards to post a piece he
provided, risk to others. I don't have it anymore anyway. But don't pre judge everyone in places
like that, the CFR, the FED and the media.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Then why post it? I'm sure the entire world governments are hanging in balance on what AH is
posting.
It's obvious you are posting to get people talking. If you are aiming for those bad people, you
aren't getting your message out.
Why does your 3 days of darkness mimic the Zetas 3 days?
One of you is right. Which on is the question.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 16633176
United States
06/01/2012 06:21 PM

In case you have not read the latest message on Abundant Hope
[link to www.abundanthope.net]
Peace & Love
Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

and don't read too much into that, it is not directly related to the 3 days. CM told me those it was
intended for would know, and that's all I know.
To the AC who posted the Bilderburgers list,, thankyou. Also do NOt assume everyone there is a
dark one, for the light also infest the dark! Peter Jennings was one such example. He was on it,
and was murdered by cancer for his investigations into 911. He got caught I guess. HE contacted
ME 12 hours after his death. We were not able in the times afterwards to post a piece he
provided, risk to others. I don't have it anymore anyway. But don't pre judge everyone in places
like that, the CFR, the FED and the media.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Then why post it? I'm sure the entire world governments are hanging in balance on what AH is
posting.
It's obvious you are posting to get people talking. If you are aiming for those bad people, you
aren't getting your message out.
Why does your 3 days of darkness mimic the Zetas 3 days?
One of you is right. Which on is the question.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7510834

It doesn' mimic the zeta's last I read there years ago now. If I recall they said it was a pole reversal
when Planet x came by. There is no planet x in this.
There are the dark behind the scenes leaders that DO read our material, that is why the targeted
material IS POSTED, it flows within the requirements of galactic law.
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
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06/02/2012 12:49 AM

Quoteyou partly gave the answer you were searching for to yourself already.
If you could manage to stop worrying about your financial obligations, things would start to unfold.
It is the worry that keeps you from it.
I been there thats how I know.

-Quote
Thank you for your words Firmament. Just realized I sounded kind of frustrated when posting :).
My impression is that finances will operate very differently from how they do now, which is just one
of the reasons for wishing for the 3 Days of Darkness. It would be wonderful to see wealth spread
around to all & for people to know truth. It will probably be chaotic and difficult but liberating
afterwards though there will be lots & lots of hard work from what Nip has written.
Honestly & thankfully, I actually don't worry about money but as a single homeowner I'm very well
aware of my responsibilities plus helping friends in need with a place to stay &/or monetarily
means I can't just up & quit. However, this is where your wise words come into play: 'things would
start to unfold', I love & believe in that concept. Thank you for reminding me.
It just seems to me that all people would be able to develop their 'creativity' were they not so
caught up with trying to survive. Hope that makes sense.
Much love to you Firmament
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

...it does, thank you for your explanation.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2563394
United States
06/02/2012 10:10 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/02/2012 10:31 PM
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Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change. There is a social welfare program in
place for them. Also, all the loans etc will no longer exist during that period, lessening the "need"
for money. There is going to be a lot of food distribution, and monthly "welfare" type checks for the
unemployed. Even those employed may well have few hours. There is more, but you will all have
to wait and see. But nobodies going to starve or be put out of homes during that period. Most will
be doing what they can and watching TV.
I think the real estate business is one that will be gone. Its a short period before the big stasis, and
it seems people are not going to be doing a lot of moving. You can ponder what other jobs might
be lessened, and some companies may be completely not functional. Those "left behind" ARe
going to be learning a lot of very new stuff and it will be so new, as to literally shock the shit out of
some. It will destroy their paradigms they have created, or simply followed, as if there were no
other way to do things.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/02/2012 11:43 PM
Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change. There is a social welfare program in
place for them. Also, all the loans etc will no longer exist during that period, lessening the "need"
for money. There is going to be a lot of food distribution, and monthly "welfare" type checks for the
unemployed. Even those employed may well have few hours. There is more, but you will all have
to wait and see. But nobodies going to starve or be put out of homes during that period. Most will
be doing what they can and watching TV.
I think the real estate business is one that will be gone. Its a short period before the big stasis, and
it seems people are not going to be doing a lot of moving. You can ponder what other jobs might
be lessened, and some companies may be completely not functional. Those "left behind" ARe
going to be learning a lot of very new stuff and it will be so new, as to literally shock the shit out of
some. It will destroy their paradigms they have created, or simply followed, as if there were no
other way to do things.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How exciting!! Perhaps it was something you had posted in the past but my impression was that
'finances' would be different to say the least. My job will be history just by virtue of what it is which
is probably going to be true for alot of people.
Wow!, how incredibly liberating for everyone although some will be in shock (I work with alot of
'Corporate' types who are really into their job titles & inflated incomes) but this will ultimately be a
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great event.
So many people are so judgemental of others that they perceive as having less money, status or
stuff. Never have understood that mind set but this will totally level the playing field.
When I think about knowing the truth about so much if not everything. Boggles the mind. I can
hardly wait.
Will the upcoming Venus Transit scenario be a turning point for events to start happening? if you
are allowed to say.
Future Cosmologist
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/03/2012 12:03 AM

Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change. There is a social welfare program in
place for them. Also, all the loans etc will no longer exist during that period, lessening the "need"
for money. There is going to be a lot of food distribution, and monthly "welfare" type checks for the
unemployed. Even those employed may well have few hours. There is more, but you will all have
to wait and see. But nobodies going to starve or be put out of homes during that period. Most will
be doing what they can and watching TV.
I think the real estate business is one that will be gone. Its a short period before the big stasis, and
it seems people are not going to be doing a lot of moving. You can ponder what other jobs might
be lessened, and some companies may be completely not functional. Those "left behind" ARe
going to be learning a lot of very new stuff and it will be so new, as to literally shock the shit out of
some. It will destroy their paradigms they have created, or simply followed, as if there were no
other way to do things.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

How exciting!! Perhaps it was something you had posted in the past but my impression was that
'finances' would be different to say the least. My job will be history just by virtue of what it is which
is probably going to be true for alot of people.
Wow!, how incredibly liberating for everyone although some will be in shock (I work with alot of
'Corporate' types who are really into their job titles & inflated incomes) but this will ultimately be a
great event.
So many people are so judgemental of others that they perceive as having less money, status or
stuff. Never have understood that mind set but this will totally level the playing field.
When I think about knowing the truth about so much if not everything. Boggles the mind. I can
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hardly wait.
Will the upcoming Venus Transit scenario be a turning point for events to start happening? if you
are allowed to say.
Future Cosmologist
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

nothing special related to Venus transit I am aware of.
the first really interesting crop circle happened in england today. I am lousy at them but its
interesting.
[link to www.cropcircleconnector.com] One there that has posted already thinks its a clock with a
date of Aug 4, at a particular time.
Also a circle in Italy, may 20. They seem to be making more there the last year or so. [link to
www.cropcircleconnector.com]
The Italy is simple enough, stair way to heaven but I suspect there are other meaning.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
06/03/2012 10:23 AM
Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I was thinking of the coming three days of darkness merely as being like a three-day camping trip
in our own home: no light, electricity, gas or water for a while. Then things coming back on line,
but people wondering what happened.
It seems I've greatly underestimated what is to come
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/03/2012 10:31 AM
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Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I was thinking of the coming three days of darkness merely as being like a three-day camping trip
in our own home: no light, electricity, gas or water for a while. Then things coming back on line,
but people wondering what happened.
It seems I've greatly underestimated what is to come.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

there is going to be the removed of the dark ones big time, which is why a lot of businesses are
not going to function. Thus lots of unemployment. Banks will run minimally. We will be in charge of
the planet then.
Also probably lots of deaths from the pure fear of it and as more new energies stream in
afterwards.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/03/2012 03:49 PM
Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I was thinking of the coming three days of darkness merely as being like a three-day camping trip
in our own home: no light, electricity, gas or water for a while. Then things coming back on line,
but people wondering what happened.
It seems I've greatly underestimated what is to come.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

there is going to be the removed of the dark ones big time, which is why a lot of businesses are
not going to function. Thus lots of unemployment. Banks will run minimally. We will be in charge of
the planet then.
Also probably lots of deaths from the pure fear of it and as more new energies stream in
afterwards.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Interesting how people are so resistent to any info one tries to share even if it's just some basic
info like having some cash,extra food & water on hand. Only a couple of my friends take me
seriously but they have also made it clear that they'll be heading to my place :). Others say
nothing is going to happen & people have been saying the same stuff year after year. I
understand discernment but this seems more like complete denial. Probably fear in some cases I
guess.
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Noted your previous posting about crop circles where one seems to point out a date in August
which I'm hoping doesn't mean we have to wait til then for the 3 days.
Will the new energies allow us to remember where we go next?
Future Cosmologist
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/03/2012 05:29 PM

Oh course, why would some change of this sort affect who you are?
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/03/2012 07:25 PM
Oh course, why would some change of this sort affect who you are?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Not sure if it's my post you are answering but if yes, what I meant is that right now I don't know if
what my next step is - Venus, craft or other. My thoughts say Venus so I wondered if this would
'known or recalled' to me by the energies coming in. Just curious, it is what it is :)
Thank you Nip

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
06/04/2012 07:05 AM
OP
Does your inner voice indicate that this may happen in 2012?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16643248
United States
06/04/2012 07:22 AM
Well I don't remember if I talked finances or not after the 3 days of darkness. Many people are
going to obviously be unemployed then, massive change. There is a social welfare program in
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place for them. Also, all the loans etc will no longer exist during that period, lessening the "need"
for money. There is going to be a lot of food distribution, and monthly "welfare" type checks for the
unemployed. Even those employed may well have few hours. There is more, but you will all have
to wait and see. But nobodies going to starve or be put out of homes during that period. Most will
be doing what they can and watching TV.
I think the real estate business is one that will be gone. Its a short period before the big stasis, and
it seems people are not going to be doing a lot of moving. You can ponder what other jobs might
be lessened, and some companies may be completely not functional. Those "left behind" ARe
going to be learning a lot of very new stuff and it will be so new, as to literally shock the shit out of
some. It will destroy their paradigms they have created, or simply followed, as if there were no
other way to do things.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The world was in awe and followed them.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/04/2012 08:56 AM

OP
Does your inner voice indicate that this may happen in 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

my "inner voice" knows its going to happen on Michael of Nebadons "dime" and "time." along with
all the other advisers up there. I think they are all more in alignment now, more so than December,
I think they are "done" on the extra chances. Khazars did not cooperate with China, and the stasis
was delayed over the concept. And all of us involved really still want to engage this huge
experiment of global disclosure and teaching, and it can't happen unless a lot of folks are out of
the way. "Security" as such needs to be pretty tight on it, as it will not go well in there are
significant interruptions. I was informed by S333 (David Righter) at least 2 weeks ago, maybe
more, I don't keep a calendar, that the money part is completely ready to go as to supporting
those needing it, during the teaching period.
The length of the teaching period will depend on how its going and what Gaia is doing. I am
hoping personally for at least 3 months.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 638139
United States
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06/04/2012 09:39 AM
OP
Does your inner voice indicate that this may happen in 2012?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

my "inner voice" knows its going to happen on Michael of Nebadons "dime" and "time." along with
all the other advisers up there. I think they are all more in alignment now, more so than December,
I think they are "done" on the extra chances. Khazars did not cooperate with China, and the stasis
was delayed over the concept. And all of us involved really still want to engage this huge
experiment of global disclosure and teaching, and it can't happen unless a lot of folks are out of
the way. "Security" as such needs to be pretty tight on it, as it will not go well in there are
significant interruptions. I was informed by S333 (David Righter) at least 2 weeks ago, maybe
more, I don't keep a calendar, that the money part is completely ready to go as to supporting
those needing it, during the teaching period.
The length of the teaching period will depend on how its going and what Gaia is doing. I am
hoping personally for at least 3 months.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

AWESOME
Bring it on.....!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16052185
Norway
06/04/2012 12:53 PM
I thought Gaia was ready to explode and could not take it any longer six months ago. What keeps
her going in this darkness?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/04/2012 01:00 PM

I thought Gaia was ready to explode and could not take it any longer six months ago. What keeps
her going in this darkness?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16052185

support from team above and a lot of us here, doing a whole bunch of "hand holding," emotionally
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for her. Exploding is not the issue, her depression is, which has slowed her ability to deal with it
all. the matter of this world is really hard to move, its so dense. it would not explode, it would
IMPLODE before it would explode collapse into black hole which would eventually explode.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17352598
Italy
06/04/2012 01:15 PM
I thought Gaia was ready to explode and could not take it any longer six months ago. What keeps
her going in this darkness?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16052185

the fact that this is just an internet fantasy, perhaps?
Moonlight Lotus
User ID: 1712320
United States
06/04/2012 01:19 PM
I thought Gaia was ready to explode and could not take it any longer six months ago. What keeps
her going in this darkness?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16052185

support from team above and a lot of us here, doing a whole bunch of "hand holding," emotionally
for her. Exploding is not the issue, her depression is, which has slowed her ability to deal with it
all. the matter of this world is really hard to move, its so dense. it would not explode, it would
IMPLODE before it would explode collapse into black hole which would eventually explode.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Will travel be possible for people who want to be with their families for the teaching period?
Much gratitude,
Moonlight Lotus
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15605358
Norway
06/05/2012 05:43 PM
starship venus is ready to park itself in front of the sun but it is too small, need bigger craft.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473848
United States
06/05/2012 05:46 PM
the fact that this is just an internet fantasy, perhaps?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17352598
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Hey now - let's don't try and add truth to this thread.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/05/2012 08:58 PM

starship venus is ready to park itself in front of the sun but it is too small, need bigger craft.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15605358

well its up there! I just saw the "transit" with my fancy dark glasses set up.
Oceano
User ID: 17399152
United States
06/06/2012 01:40 AM
starship venus is ready to park itself in front of the sun but it is too small, need bigger craft.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15605358

well its up there! I just saw the "transit" with my fancy dark glasses set up.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Maybe that craft up there IS huge enough....just has to get a little closer to Gaia! :-D
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 08:10 AM
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starship venus is ready to park itself in front of the sun but it is too small, need bigger craft.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15605358

well its up there! I just saw the "transit" with my fancy dark glasses set up.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Maybe that craft up there IS huge enough....just has to get a little closer to Gaia! :-D
Quoting: Oceano 17399152

probably it is.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1070094
06/06/2012 12:31 PM
it is big enough, confirmed by Shel-dan.
Operation LOCKDOWN is now getting ready.
the Solar EVENT that will schok HUMANITY.

next stage, the removal of the dark cabal.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 16633176
United States
06/06/2012 12:45 PM

it is big enough, confirmed by Shel-dan.
Operation LOCKDOWN is now getting ready.
the Solar EVENT that will schok HUMANITY.
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next stage, the removal of the dark cabal.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1070094

that stuff on those is not any sun. I could see it with my set up if it was viewable.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
06/06/2012 04:23 PM
The real Jupiter peeping out from behind Sol, perhaps?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 01:22 PM

DO NOT POST HERBOCULUS and another solar system is crashing into us stuff IN THIS
THREAD. IT IS NOT TRUE.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 01:23 PM

The real Jupiter peeping out from behind Sol, perhaps?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

the video above is typical camera stuff that happens all the time for years on end now.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 04:43 PM

[link to abundanthope.net]
Nice message, not interested in doing all the paste and 3 thumbs stuff. short, nice, great music to
go with it.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1380843
United States
06/07/2012 04:45 PM
Hey NIP, do you like to eat marshmallows?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 04:47 PM

Hey NIP, do you like to eat marshmallows?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

No, not since high fructose corn syrup and before then, only charcoaled. your purpose?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1380843
United States
06/07/2012 04:57 PM
Hey NIP, do you like to eat marshmallows?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843
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No, not since high fructose corn syrup and before then, only charcoaled. your purpose?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know. I just picture you eating marshmallows in your bathrobe and typing away at the
computer. Have you ever made a snowman out of three marshmallows and other candy?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 05:03 PM

Hey NIP, do you like to eat marshmallows?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

No, not since high fructose corn syrup and before then, only charcoaled. your purpose?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know. I just picture you eating marshmallows in your bathrobe and typing away at the
computer. Have you ever made a snowman out of three marshmallows and other candy?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

well your picture is wrong. I am however eating at my computer, a bowl of stir fry made with tofu.
Wearing a pair of shorts and t shirt.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1380843
United States
06/07/2012 05:04 PM
Hey NIP, do you like to eat marshmallows?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

No, not since high fructose corn syrup and before then, only charcoaled. your purpose?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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I don't know. I just picture you eating marshmallows in your bathrobe and typing away at the
computer. Have you ever made a snowman out of three marshmallows and other candy?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

well your picture is wrong. I am however eating at my computer, a bowl of stir fry made with tofu.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yum. Did you fry the tofu first, or just toss it in the stir fry. Also, firm or soft tofu?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 05:21 PM

...

No, not since high fructose corn syrup and before then, only charcoaled. your purpose?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I don't know. I just picture you eating marshmallows in your bathrobe and typing away at the
computer. Have you ever made a snowman out of three marshmallows and other candy?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

well your picture is wrong. I am however eating at my computer, a bowl of stir fry made with tofu.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Yum. Did you fry the tofu first, or just toss it in the stir fry. Also, firm or soft tofu?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1380843

extra firm because that is what I can get made with Nigiri. In this case, I cubed it, browned in a tad
of black sesame oil, just drops, only one serving and a bit of soysauce. Then added veggies and a
ginger terikayi sauce. No rice today, I am cleansing a bit and keep my carbs reduced so I don't
need insulin during the process. When I cleanse I get really hungry as was the case today, so I
filled up on the stir fry so the tummy would shut up.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1372987
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United States
06/07/2012 05:31 PM
it is big enough, confirmed by Shel-dan.
Operation LOCKDOWN is now getting ready.
the Solar EVENT that will schok HUMANITY.

next stage, the removal of the dark cabal.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1070094

interesting videos, probably Mercury..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 06:07 PM

Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports to them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

Time for Collection
By Source thru Hazel

Creation is MY investment and MY gift to MY children. You are the assets within MY creation.
Your worth is measureless. You were born into wealth wearing the crown jewels I placed upon
you at birth. You then decided to create lives of your own for the sake of experience but always
with the promise that you would return to ME with your wealth intact.
I gave you leave to explore the elements of space and time; not to seek out your fortune but to
simply experience and interact with MY creation. I expected that you would have invested your
assets wisely to enrich your experience and know the WHOLE and ALL of ME, though you
appeared to be separate from ME. Many have forgotten their roots and cannot comprehend ME.
They have forgotten WHO I AM and where I AM. I AM the long forgotten SOURCE for many and
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for others I AM a being wholly separate from them; a ruler who sits above in a place called
Heaven waiting to meet out judgment at an appropriate time. The truth being, you were and are
never without ME, in spite of the myriad journeys you have taken.
What many of you do not know is that I take the journey with you for it is impossible for ME to be
without you and for you to be without ME. The difference is that I AM aware whilst many of you
are not. The Creator is always in attendance on creation; forever observing HIS assets as they
sojourn in time and space to see whether they are allowing their experiences to rob them of their
birthright or whether they are using their birthright to maximise the experiences which will in turn
yield returns and enable them to find their way home. I AM constantly nudging you from within that
you may recognise MY presence and in so doing your creative ‘creator’ abilities.
Many have lost memory of their inherent wealth and seek to fill a void with that which is of a
material nature, transient, as its worth is meaningless in the place where they must return to.
Those who have come into remembrance and knowledge of the treasures they bear within
themselves have wisely invested their timeless assets in choices amenable to longevity of spirit.
Their wise investments have earned them ‘spiritual dividends’ stored in their cosmic bank
accounts. For it is that which is stored herewith that will determine their next placement.
For those unable to recall their Source and homeland, I have paid special attention to; mercifully
recognising that they needed and are in need of assistance. I have sought to purchase their
passage home through the ones I have sent time and time again to provide the vehicle for their
return. Yet many have spurned this offer in preference to extending their journey. So I watch as
these ones gamble their assets on unwise investments and forfeit in the process the most
valuable gift bestowed upon their birth; their sovereignty.
There are those who remember who I AM and who know where they have come from yet they
have chosen against ME. They have surrendered their spiritual assets in favour of the material
and worldly ones and seek to create a kingdom for themselves in a material world that has no
reality.
It is COLLECTION TIME. I have come to reap the returns on MY investment. I come to assess
how my assets have fared and to determine where next they should be invested. Those who have
earned high returns will ascend to places where nature will support the accumulation of greater
spiritual dividends.
Those who earned little during their experience as they bought into false doctrines and precepts
and in so doing surrendered their sovereignty and freedom for imprisoning chains; will be freed by
MY hands and be given another opportunity to regain what they lost in places more supportive to
the pursuit of self awareness.
Those whose spiritual coffers are totally bare due to their malignant choices, preferences and
investments in barren affairs, will struggle to survive as they flounder for the breath of life. Ever
merciful, I offer a lifeline as I extend MY hands offering assistance. I ask them to choose ME as
their new partner that I may inject fresh capital of light into deadened assets. A few have accepted
this offer in wisdom as they know that they are spiritually bankrupt. I will be their Trustee in
Bankruptcy; and so will decide how and from which placement they shall repay their debts and
thus begin to regain the assets they willingly abused and lost.
The rest have rejected MY offer. They have chosen to forfeit further investment in experience and
thus coldly severed themselves from the Source of their lives. They have rejected life. and in so
doing have determined their penalty.
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[link to abundanthope.net]

This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/07/2012 08:24 PM
The two recent postings on Abundant Hope are really moving Nip. I am very thankful to have
found you.
Future Cosmologist
savaz
User ID: 17580610
United States
06/07/2012 09:50 PM
Hi Nip this is my first time posting•you made aremark about fasting so that you wouldn't have to
take insulin during the event. My son takes insulin will he be alright during that time? Thanks for
all you do. Ive been following AH since 2008.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/07/2012 09:57 PM

Hi Nip this is my first time posting•you made aremark about fasting so that you wouldn't have to
take insulin during the event. My son takes insulin will he be alright during that time? Thanks for
all you do. Ive been following AH since 2008.
Quoting: savaz

I am not fasting, but anytime one decreases food, insulin must be adjusted accordingly. I am just
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doing a needed "cleanse", body wants it, I always know.
Taking insulin increases my hunger and desire to eat so I avoid it, during my cleansing or use only
a small amount is I do take in a bit more food now and then. I pay attention to the carbs I consume
and take short periods of exercise, when restricted, longer walks don't work.
During the ministasis he will be fine, the body does not operate at that time, it is paused, So he
should just continue the insulin during the 3 days of darkness as to his normal requirements. I had
a friend once, who had a bad illness and could NOT eat and neither she nor any of her doctors
thought to ponder if you don't eat, you need to cut back or stop insulin depending on the person.
She had massive undiagnosed low blood sugar which caused her massive headaches and vertigo
during that time.
Insulin is always used properly according the how ones conditions vary.

savaz
User ID: 17581549
United States
06/07/2012 10:06 PM
I agree with what your saying. My son has been on insuln since age 5. Hes 33 now and in good
control. Thanks for the info its greatly appreciated. I hope your friend is well as I find it mind
boggling that doctors couldn't figure out something so simple! Take care. Sending you Love &
Light.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/11/2012 06:38 PM
Nip,
In regards to Commander Monka's 6/9 posting on AH, are you able to comment as to what we are
supposed to have seen within 48 hours?
Thank you as always,
FC
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/11/2012 07:20 PM
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Nip,
In regards to Commander Monka's 6/9 posting on AH, are you able to comment as to what we are
supposed to have seen within 48 hours?
Thank you as always,
FC
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

Nope, mission accomplished on time, but not reported on time, and I don't even know what it is, to
be able to comment. But some of what is involved is around the supposed drone. Its obviously
NOT the drone the media is claiming it is, picture comparison says so. But I don't know and for my
teams sake I don't want to know what this part of the plan is.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/11/2012 08:08 PM
quoteNope, mission accomplished on time, but not reported on time, and I don't even know what it is, to
be able to comment. But some of what is involved is around the supposed drone. Its obviously
NOT the drone the media is claiming it is, picture comparison says so. But I don't know and for my
teams sake I don't want to know what this part of the plan is.- quote
Understood. It was very difficult for me to even begin to tell what it was from the picture on AH.
Wasn't sure if this was part of it or maybe it was related to the latest round of economic doom. I
must confess that every morning upon awakening I hope there is no electricity and that the
process has begun. Then I chide myself for I have much to be grateful for while others truly want
and/or suffer.
Then I just feel sad for others & guilty for wanting something to happen.
FC

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/11/2012 08:47 PM

quoteNope, mission accomplished on time, but not reported on time, and I don't even know what it is, to
be able to comment. But some of what is involved is around the supposed drone. Its obviously
NOT the drone the media is claiming it is, picture comparison says so. But I don't know and for my
teams sake I don't want to know what this part of the plan is.- quote
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Understood. It was very difficult for me to even begin to tell what it was from the picture on AH.
Wasn't sure if this was part of it or maybe it was related to the latest round of economic doom. I
must confess that every morning upon awakening I hope there is no electricity and that the
process has begun. Then I chide myself for I have much to be grateful for while others truly want
and/or suffer.
Then I just feel sad for others & guilty for wanting something to happen.
FC
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

I assume any sort of thing could be of the MONKA thing. economics, war, exposure of star folks,
who knows, plenty of things to choose from. Feel blessed there was no game of lets assassinate
Obama so far anyway. I don't the US of A can handle that so well. its been on the list because
dark thugs are having cyborg problems.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12195955
United States
06/12/2012 02:18 PM
Shortly after introducing NESARA to the world wide web, certain people latched onto the
NESARA idea and began promoting a different version of this story.
Supporters of the altered version of the NESARA story believe that NESARA was enacted into
law secretly during the Clinton administration, that there are “White Knights” working tirelessly
behind the political scenes to inform the world of this secret legislation, and that the altered
version of NESARA promises numerous debt forgiveness elements. Originally, the altered story
did not dispute the original NESARA acronym used by Dr. Barnard, but as the rumors increased,
supporters then also altered the NESARA acronym.
Sadly, this disinformation campaign has reduced the credibility of Dr. Barnard’s efforts and today
the word “NESARA” is an ill-received word at Congress. To this day Dr. Barnard’s NESARA
proposal has yet to be introduced into Congress.
There also are claims from supporters of the alternate NESARA that Dr. Barnard and NESARA
Institute staff members all work for President Bush or other nefarious “New World Order”
organizations. They also claim that NESARA as presented here at this web site is merely a ploy to
detract people from knowing the so-called “true” NESARA.
Before investing funds with anybody, one should diligently research the investment plan. That
research includes reading literature, conversing with people, and then seriously evaluating the
information based upon facts and not pure emotion. The staff at the NESARA Institute empathizes
with those who have lost hard earned funds to these schemers and scam promoters, but a life of
social liberty begins first and foremost with self-responsibility. Perhaps one day the alternate
NESARA story will fizzle and disappear, but as long as people act and respond through emotion
rather than intelligence then these scam artists will continue to succeed.
Please exercise some common sense before deciding to support the alternate NESARA story.
[link to nesara.org]
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/12/2012 03:39 PM

Shortly after introducing NESARA to the world wide web, certain people latched onto the
NESARA idea and began promoting a different version of this story.
Supporters of the altered version of the NESARA story believe that NESARA was enacted into
law secretly during the Clinton administration, that there are “White Knights” working tirelessly
behind the political scenes to inform the world of this secret legislation, and that the altered
version of NESARA promises numerous debt forgiveness elements. Originally, the altered story
did not dispute the original NESARA acronym used by Dr. Barnard, but as the rumors increased,
supporters then also altered the NESARA acronym.
Sadly, this disinformation campaign has reduced the credibility of Dr. Barnard’s efforts and today
the word “NESARA” is an ill-received word at Congress. To this day Dr. Barnard’s NESARA
proposal has yet to be introduced into Congress.
There also are claims from supporters of the alternate NESARA that Dr. Barnard and NESARA
Institute staff members all work for President Bush or other nefarious “New World Order”
organizations. They also claim that NESARA as presented here at this web site is merely a ploy to
detract people from knowing the so-called “true” NESARA.
Before investing funds with anybody, one should diligently research the investment plan. That
research includes reading literature, conversing with people, and then seriously evaluating the
information based upon facts and not pure emotion. The staff at the NESARA Institute empathizes
with those who have lost hard earned funds to these schemers and scam promoters, but a life of
social liberty begins first and foremost with self-responsibility. Perhaps one day the alternate
NESARA story will fizzle and disappear, but as long as people act and respond through emotion
rather than intelligence then these scam artists will continue to succeed.
Please exercise some common sense before deciding to support the alternate NESARA story.
[link to nesara.org]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12195955
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beloved the above nesara site is the cia POPPY COCK site.
I KNOW, my webmaster ran
the real one, www.nesara.us until Dove lost it and died. WE carried her site on our server. My
organization was to be funded under Germain and his global trust, which you can see does exist
here:
[link to abundanthope.net] in the charts given to me by Dave Sale, who was a big chief in OITC
until it too was destroyed a couple years ago.
Despite all the rumor mill on the new ages sites under control of the CIA, it is not going to manifest
now either.
Today is not a day I will watch the video, I have others more important to place my time on. I
would also wonder at the WHY you thought need to post this here? This is not a nesara thread.
Perhaps because of MY posts in another thread today? I AM the one who knows about this, the
others do not. And posting CIA bullshit changes nothing.
Nesara was never to be funded by investments, that was the game of Daddy Bush who saw some
opportunity to rip off people. It was to be funded thru the Foundation Divine.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17871895
Italy
06/13/2012 01:16 PM
If the commander Willy Monka talk a little 'less and act a bit' more would be better. Just to see
realized one of the hundreds of things that were to happen and not happen ...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16052185
Norway
06/13/2012 04:09 PM
I believe the dark ones are laughing at all these warnings, for there have already been many last
warnings for many years already. But I suspect they see no way out so just to make it worthwile
for themselves they may try to take everyone else with them as they go too. Just like Mars they
may try to set the atmosphere on fire. Will there be enough time for stasis and evacuation
between the moment they set the atmosphere on fire and until everything is fried, as I suspect it
does not take many seconds for such a boom to spread across the globe?
jingo
User ID: 1485733
Canada
06/13/2012 04:41 PM
congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
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06/13/2012 05:02 PM

I believe the dark ones are laughing at all these warnings, for there have already been many last
warnings for many years already. But I suspect they see no way out so just to make it worthwile
for themselves they may try to take everyone else with them as they go too. Just like Mars they
may try to set the atmosphere on fire. Will there be enough time for stasis and evacuation
between the moment they set the atmosphere on fire and until everything is fried, as I suspect it
does not take many seconds for such a boom to spread across the globe?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16052185

all their technologies to do that are very carefully monitored. But they have for a long time prefer
to harm the planet so bad it cannot be used again. CM more than 40,000 years ago considered
blowing it up, things are so bad, but they decided instead to send adam and eve and he even
back then made the decision to come himself at the appropriate time, because of the energies we
are now in, which also much of his universe is in, or well be in, as this is a Nebadon upgrade,
period. necessary because of the galactic warring, to get the vibrations up everywhere, learn from
this process to help the younger universes before their problems get out of hand.
its not just about earth.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/13/2012 05:22 PM

congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733

hey Jingo, why the canada today? Thanks and heres Betty White for you. Therein lies my real
secret.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1601759
Canada
06/13/2012 06:40 PM
all their technologies to do that are very carefully monitored. But they have for a long time prefer
to harm the planet so bad it cannot be used again. CM more than 40,000 years ago considered
blowing it up, things are so bad, but they decided instead to send adam and eve and he even
back then made the decision to come himself at the appropriate time, because of the energies we
are now in, which also much of his universe is in, or well be in, as this is a Nebadon upgrade,
period. necessary because of the galactic warring, to get the vibrations up everywhere, learn from
this process to help the younger universes before their problems get out of hand.
its not just about earth.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

So, if you make it here you can make it everywhere (in the superuniverse). That's why they take
so much time and pay attention to details. This is a war & learning as much as possible about the
thugs methods so they can know and train others how to fight the Dark to clean this universe and
the super-universe.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17892855
United Kingdom
06/13/2012 07:51 PM
congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733
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Well that's a brave admittance that the lady has more balls than you have. Balls may be weak and

sensitive

, but they are still full of potential, females.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/13/2012 09:15 PM

congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733

Well that's a brave admittance that the lady has more balls than you have. Balls may be weak and

sensitive
, but they are still full of potential, females.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17892855

yea but they don't take the pounding and the delivery of babies like a vagina does! Except I had c
Sections. HIPs to small.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/14/2012 01:50 AM
If you follow this thread hopefully you have read the latest messages on [link to
www.abundanthope.net] .
There's so much going on. Surges of energy are what's being sent my way.
Change is here.
Peace & love to all!
FC
msz
Love energy can change the world
User ID: 17923899
United States
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If you follow this thread hopefully you have read the latest messages on [link to
www.abundanthope.net] .
There's so much going on. Surges of energy are what's being sent my way.
Change is here.
Peace & love to all!
FC
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

so true!
thanks FC!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 636900
United States
06/14/2012 09:52 AM
It says TODAY is the day!
IT HAPPENS TODAY.
Check their site.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/14/2012 09:53 AM

Hi everyone, watch my signature files, going to change it every couple days with Walter Russell
material. The 2nd one is currently in my file. If you did not notice it before, this is the first signature
file I just replaced. Nothing has changed since Walter Russell wrote his stuff. He died about 1969
or so. yesterday without bother to read I am sure, one in another fussed about the long signature
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file. I do this for a reason. a way to teach anyone who reads my posts, something different form
time to time. I have been collecting them for a few months and maybe publish the collection on the
site together.

Matter is light. Nothing is which is not light. We are prone to think that this civilization of ours is an
extremely advanced one. On the contrary, man of today is in an exceedingly primitive state of his
evolution. He is a bearer of heavy burdens, sweating at heavy labor in the bowel of earth because
of his pitiful ignorance of universal power which awaits only his knowledge to render it available
for his free use.
Knowledge of the ONE THING will lift the yoke which man has placed on his own shoulders. Faith
and Theory regarding the Universal One need have no place in the thinking of man. They are
wanderings in the dark. All things are answerable in the light.
Ecstatic man is he who can think in those high octaves of the inner mind that has been termed
"spirit." Ecstatic man is inspired man of universal genius, of inner thinking. Inspired man is he to
come whose thinking will come from within, in light and it will be an ecstasy of thinking which will
produce enduring things. That work which is created in ecstasy of inner thinking can alone
endure. Walter Russell From The Universal One, Page 10 Seek on Scribd.com for his books.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/14/2012 09:58 AM

This from The Divine Illiad, by Walter russell I may be put next into my signature file.
Page 5 (extract from The 5th Kingdom speech in 1949)

" I am the One Whole, the ALL. " Glorify thou Me, the One Whom I am, for I am ALL, and no other
is.

" I, the sexless One, am Unity.
" What I am, thou art, for thou art Me; thou art the Whole.
" Glorify thou thy Self, for in so doing thou art glorifying Me.
" I, the One Whole, am knowing-Mind. I exist to think. All thinking is Light of my knowing but My
thinking is not Me.
" I am Creator, creating with My thinking.
" Out of My Light of knowing are My two lights of thinking born as sexed pairs of opposites.
" Mind thinks Mind-knowing. Mind exists to think.
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" To think is to create. I create with Light. Nothing is which is not Light.
" I, with man, am creating man in my image.
"What I am, Man is.
" I think, and all things appear in the image of my thinking.
" I think man, and man appears in the image of my thinking.
" Man thinks man, and man appears in the image of man's thinking.
" Man's thinking is My thinking.
" I think idea. Light registers My idea in the two sexed lights of My thinking, and form is born in the
image of My thinking.
" Form has no existence, nor have My imaginings. These exist not, for they are not Me. I alone
exist; I, the ALL.
" I create my imaged body with the inbreathing of My pulsing universe of Me. " My universe is My
image; but My linage is not Me. " All things are My image, but they are not Me, e'en though I am in
them and they in me. "
From: The Divine Iliad
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1137351
United States
06/14/2012 10:35 AM
congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733

hey Jingo, why the canada today? Thanks and heres Betty White for you. Therein lies my real
secret.
:grow a vagina:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

you just made my day!! priceless!! God bless you!!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17503266
United States
06/14/2012 10:39 AM

congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
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Quoting: jingo 1485733

hey Jingo, why the canada today? Thanks and heres Betty White for you. Therein lies my real
secret.

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

you just made my day!! priceless!! God bless you!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1137351

I loved that when I came across it, almost didn't put it in my smilies, not sure how it would be
taken. I don't often get a chance to use it, but if the balls thing comes up, in any of various
discussions, I do use it to point out female power too.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
06/14/2012 01:30 PM
"I loved that when I came across it, almost didn't put it in my smilies, not sure how it would be
taken. I don't often get a chance to use it, but if the balls thing comes up, in any of various
discussions, I do use it to point out female power too."
Well, I don't have a vagina of my own, but I did find it very funny.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/14/2012 03:36 PM
It says TODAY is the day!
IT HAPPENS TODAY.
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Check their site.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

Yes, it appears that the decision has been made but the message from Esu states that 'only hold
up is Christ Michael giving order'.
My mood last night was so festive & celebratory for no particular reason. Then I checked in on AH
to find the latest message. Then I knew why I was so happy.
I can only hope that it will come on at night when majority of people are at home but no doubt they
have it all planned and it will be as it should be.
Peace, love & light to all!
FC

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17940508
Belgium
06/14/2012 04:02 PM
rofl
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16052185
Norway
06/14/2012 04:21 PM
It says TODAY is the day!
IT HAPPENS TODAY.
Check their site.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

Yes, it appears that the decision has been made but the message from Esu states that 'only hold
up is Christ Michael giving order'.
My mood last night was so festive & celebratory for no particular reason. Then I checked in on AH
to find the latest message. Then I knew why I was so happy.
I can only hope that it will come on at night when majority of people are at home but no doubt they
have it all planned and it will be as it should be.
Peace, love & light to all!
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FC

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

As for daytime versus nighttime, there are people on the other side of this planet too.
I have also been feeling great all day today.
And I was also very happy to find so many uplifting messages on the ah website today.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1581014
United States
06/14/2012 04:30 PM
congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733

hey Jingo, why the canada today? Thanks and heres Betty White for you. Therein lies my real
secret.
:grow a vagina:
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

you just made my day!! priceless!! God bless you!!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1137351

I loved that when I came across it, almost didn't put it in my smilies, not sure how it would be
taken. I don't often get a chance to use it, but if the balls thing comes up, in any of various
discussions, I do use it to point out female power too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
What a wise lady! Lol. I love it!
Moonlight lotus
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
06/14/2012 05:25 PM
Today is The Day
By CM thru Johan
Jun 14, 2012 - 6:58:54 AM
This is CMAton, Your Sovereign.
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Today is The Day.
We cannot longer tardy and see every truth be turned into a lie and visa versa and tons of total
deception keeping the masses incapacitated and utterly ignorant, even at the risk of many
innocent lives.
Notice has been given one too many times already. Now We, The Light, take TOTAL CONTROL
over Shan, Urantia, Mother Earth, Gaia, ONCE AGAIN.
Those in the knowing are ready as good as can be, others will have to find out through the
experience of the three dark days to begin with. This is only hours away.
WE MUST PROCEED as many more alternative routes have proven to lack sincerety and failed
due to man's inability to let go of the past, of greed, of blaming, of control, of fear used as weapon,
of killing like it is a sport, of lies and deception, etc.etc.etc.
In the mean time, we gathered all the evidence for the courts of Orvonton and our anxious crews
stand ready for action.
Without further ado, as Sovereign, I applaud you, those who stood their ground in Light, Love and
Truth as We are taking the reigns of my Beloved Final Bestowal Planet once again.
Let this final chapter begin.
Salu. CMAton of Nebadon.
Love and Light,
Johan
ps. A number of messages will simultaneously go out to different scribes to avoid confusion and
disbelief. (and as you can see today, they did, the most ever in a day-Candace)
[link to abundanthope.net]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17953354
China
06/14/2012 08:37 PM
congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733

Well that's a brave admittance that the lady has more balls than you have. Balls may be weak and

sensitive
, but they are still full of potential, females.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17892855
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yea but they don't take the pounding and the delivery of babies like a vagina does! Except I had c
Sections. HIPs to small.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi NIP, what the meaning of "Today is the day"? what happens in the sky? will devastation
happens before three darkenss day? will people leave beore three darkenes day, during, or after?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 09:09 PM

congrats to cando on a long arduous
such stoicism
you've got more balls than i have baby
Quoting: jingo 1485733

Well that's a brave admittance that the lady has more balls than you have. Balls may be weak and

sensitive
, but they are still full of potential, females.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17892855

yea but they don't take the pounding and the delivery of babies like a vagina does! Except I had c
Sections. HIPs to small.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

hi NIP, what the meaning of "Today is the day"? what happens in the sky? will devastation
happens before three darkenss day? will people leave beore three darkenes day, during, or after?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17953354

Today is the day is when the big announcements went forth thru several of our telepaths of the
beginning of the end, in terms of the confrontation. I would suggest sky viewing, perhaps there will
be more show and tell or things observed, and I would also be watching the financial news. I
would watch syria as best as CNN will cover it, it was a day of lets go fix syria on the news on
CNN
This next wave lap is of importance to that is viewable coming on he tails the on that just left.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
06/14/2012 09:24 PM
So is today just an announcement? Will something big/noticeable happen within 24 hours?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/14/2012 09:24 PM
It says TODAY is the day!
IT HAPPENS TODAY.
Check their site.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 636900

Yes, it appears that the decision has been made but the message from Esu states that 'only hold
up is Christ Michael giving order'.
My mood last night was so festive & celebratory for no particular reason. Then I checked in on AH
to find the latest message. Then I knew why I was so happy.
I can only hope that it will come on at night when majority of people are at home but no doubt they
have it all planned and it will be as it should be.
Peace, love & light to all!
FC

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

As for daytime versus nighttime, there are people on the other side of this planet too.
I have also been feeling great all day today.
And I was also very happy to find so many uplifting messages on the ah website today.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16052185

True, that's why I just said 'night' because that would be night relative to where one is located.
Hope that makes sense :) I pictured them starting the 3 Days of Darkness like a wave sweeping
over the globe. I can totally picture it in my mind's eye. This morning when I hit the lightswitch, the
bulb flickered so I got really excited but then it came on and stayed on. I was kinda disappointed.
Had to tell myself that it will be here soon enough and enjoy the day. Just want it to happen NOW,
anybody else feel that way?
I really do feel for people that are clueless and will be in panic and/or fear mode. Being in a big
city also means that there will be those who will take advantage of this type of situation. I am
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about 25 miles away from downtown LA, not far enough away as far as I'm concerned.
This will be an opportunity for us to share info in our communities or to assist in the development
of community. It will be a big lesson for everybody. Hope I pass the test.
FC
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 09:28 PM

So is today just an announcement? Will something big/noticeable happen within 24 hours?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16249527

Today was yesterday as to Johan's piece. There were 7 target pieces yesterday announcing the
show was on. I think the one from Sanat and his armies is of particular importance. Johans piece
was given the day before yesterday, but not published on purpose until the 7 others were up.
I would pay attention to the financial news big time and have cash, small cash at home, because
besides anything else there may be a bank holiday. You can't use plastic then.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
06/14/2012 09:32 PM
So is today just an announcement? Will something big/noticeable happen within 24 hours?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16249527

Today was yesterday as to Johan's piece. There were 7 target pieces yesterday announcing the
show was on. I think the one from Sanat and his armies is of particular importance. Johans piece
was given the day before yesterday, but not published on purpose until the 7 others were up.
I would pay attention to the financial news big time and have cash, small cash at home, because
besides anything else there may be a bank holiday. You can't use plastic then.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thanks
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1473848
United States
06/14/2012 09:46 PM
Just for discussion's sake, what will the announcement be in a few days when nothing actually
happens?
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
06/14/2012 10:13 PM
NIP your website is down.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 10:16 PM

NIP your website is down.
Quoting: Andyjax

I know that. we bitched to the server people pretty heavy, I am hoping its just them working on it. a
reboot takes 1/2 hour of the server. so I will wait it out before I freak out and call webmaster.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17957795
United States
06/14/2012 10:43 PM
Isn't Sanat....Satan or Santa? And, would that be Sanat Kumar? My old friend from my days at the
theosophical society? The seven rays....I do need more information regarding today is the
day...please elaborate.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 10:45 PM
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Isn't Sanat....Satan or Santa? And, would that be Sanat Kumar? My old friend from my days at the
theosophical society? The seven rays....I do need more information regarding today is the
day...please elaborate.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17957795

Sanat Kumara is solar logos, the leader of this whole solar system. He is silver ray, not the
rainbow rays. I am silver ray also. I never explored the theosophical society. not attracted to it at
all.
Edu.
User ID: 17809570
Brazil
06/14/2012 11:03 PM
Is Sanat Kumara really the companion of Anna Kumara, both parents of Esu Immanuel Kumara?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 11:11 PM

Is Sanat Kumara really the companion of Anna Kumara, both parents of Esu Immanuel Kumara?
Quoting: Edu. 17809570

yes, Anna played Mother Mary 2000 years ago also. They are Esu;s parents from a very very long
time ago.
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
06/14/2012 11:46 PM
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Is Sanat Kumara really the companion of Anna Kumara, both parents of Esu Immanuel Kumara?
Quoting: Edu. 17809570

yes, Anna played Mother Mary 2000 years ago also. They are Esu;s parents from a very very long
time ago.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i am curious, please correct me if i'm wrong, are we speaking in the physical sense in the birth or
are we speaking spiritual. I understand Papa Source but do the Creator Sons create souls?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/14/2012 11:59 PM

Is Sanat Kumara really the companion of Anna Kumara, both parents of Esu Immanuel Kumara?
Quoting: Edu. 17809570

yes, Anna played Mother Mary 2000 years ago also. They are Esu;s parents from a very very long
time ago.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i am curious, please correct me if i'm wrong, are we speaking in the physical sense in the birth or
are we speaking spiritual. I understand Papa Source but do the Creator Sons create souls?
Quoting: Andyjax

Physical sense back in Lyra a very long time ago. Creator Sons create the angels they need and
yes they create the souls of their universes along with the Mother Spirit. That is why they are
called Creator Sons. Papa source comes into the picture when the soul earns a Father Fragment.
Actualy in terms of the animal creation process its Mother Spirit that is the life spark to the planets
when they are seeded with life. The ascending souls come into existance thru reincarnation thru
the animal kingdom. By physical birth in that sense. Most of the souls of earth are fallen beings
inprisoned here, and are thus incarnating in new physcial forms with each lie. They are a mix of
created angels that entered the Lucifer REbellion and the normal run of the mill galactic thugs that
arise from the animal creation process.
I an originally of the animal creation process on another planet in Nebadon. LONG ago. So is Esu
and the rest of the Kumaras. This group chose to work here in this difficult solar system some time
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ago. The kumaras have used just as many bodies as the rest of us I assume over they process of
spiritual growth, no difference there. They just didn't start in our earth, they started in Lyra. On
many planet, people fuse with their Father Fragments even during a first life, depending on where
the planet is. I am here on this planet with people associated even with me from very long ago, if
they wanted to return here. I have no idea who my birth parents would have been on my first life.
Doesn't matter.
But the Kumaras have stayed together from a very very long time. We will perhaps try to explain
more of this later. Sanat is silver ray level and so am I. Oh gawd, got to go attend some gas fumes
coming into the house thru the swamp cooler.
Ozark
User ID: 9696387
United States
06/15/2012 12:06 AM

NIP your website is down.
Quoting: Andyjax

Still down for me also!
How you doing Candace? We've been doing neurology appts. out of town, so we're pretty worn
out.
The symptoms of this solar stuff also very intense. Is hurting anywhere there is an old injury,
especially the neuropathies. Lots of heart palps too.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 12:16 AM

NIP your website is down.
Quoting: Andyjax
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Still down for me also!
How you doing Candace? We've been doing neurology appts. out of town, so we're pretty worn
out.
The symptoms of this solar stuff also very intense. Is hurting anywhere there is an old injury,
especially the neuropathies. Lots of heart palps too.
Quoting: Ozark

I had heart stuff today, perhaps part of the m flare, but these rarely affect me.
Its very obvious at this point they crapped the website. and webmaster doesn't wish to disturb my
sleep so if he is aware he won't call me tonight.
As to the Kumara discussion above, for those aware of the mansion worlds as discussed in the
UB, many families keep in contact over the long ascension journey that earn them and eventually
fuse with their father fragments. Mating is sometime permanent as in becoming soul mates, even
though incarnational experiences, souls mates could marry others on planets they are on etc.
My soul mate and I and our destiny guardian angels all made paradise roughy together. It
happens, so this kumara clan has stayed together for a rew million years or more.
at any rate Esu told me when he had his FIRST human life, his parents those millions of years
ago were Sanat and Anna. But no doubt in their long journies various roles have been played.
This planet because its a prison ward has a lot more re incarnation than normal. It is related to the
fact that Caligastia did NOT let anyone Leave here, and there was quite a resurrection to the
mansion worlds 2000 years ago for that reason.
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
06/15/2012 12:39 AM
thanks for your teaching. getting late got the craving for some cereal. glad I downloaded the pdf
the fifth kingdom of man. can't wait for all this to transpire so we can all move on.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 12:50 AM

thanks for your teaching. getting late got the craving for some cereal. glad I downloaded the pdf
the fifth kingdom of man. can't wait for all this to transpire so we can all move on.
Quoting: Andyjax
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Yea that was a nice speech from back then, good introduction the process. easy read.
OK, on our server, its not an attack against us. There is a large cable serving many that is
damaged, so we won't be back up until that is fixed. Could be a few hours or longer.
Ok better update from webmaster
Ok the BBB&G's could not effectively take down our server so instead they have taken down the
whole data center which we are apart of. So you can not access our server at all at this time.
Again we are working on it. This is somewhat expected with all the information we have been
given and the warnings given.
Again hang in there and as always DO NOT get caught up with no access. Go within and get the
information you need.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15152757
United States
06/15/2012 12:58 AM
Can you explain what " DNA hooking " is ?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 01:05 AM

Can you explain what " DNA hooking " is ?
Quoting: !saac

all humans have basic 2 strand DNA like the animals do. Then there is what is called "junk DNA"
by scientists. This is not junk, it is DNA that activates as a person grows spiritually. When there
are 12 strands hooked, the kundalini rises to the crown chakra and the person becomes a light
house bringing in energy and also feels all sorts of energies others do not detect.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15152757
United States
06/15/2012 01:25 AM
Can you explain what " DNA hooking " is ?
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Quoting: !saac

all humans have basic 2 strand DNA like the animals do. Then there is what is called "junk DNA"
by scientists. This is not junk, it is DNA that activates as a person grows spiritually. When there
are 12 strands hooked, the kundalini rises to the crown chakra and the person becomes a light
house bringing in energy and also feels all sorts of energies others do not detect.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ahh, so what exactly happens to DNA when it " activates " ?
How does that happen, physically ?
Can you describe the mechanism in a scientific sense for me, I'm having a little trouble picturing it.
What are the strands hooked to ?
If someone had more then 2 " strands " would it show up in a lab test ?
Thanks
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 01:27 AM

Can you explain what " DNA hooking " is ?
Quoting: !saac

all humans have basic 2 strand DNA like the animals do. Then there is what is called "junk DNA"
by scientists. This is not junk, it is DNA that activates as a person grows spiritually. When there
are 12 strands hooked, the kundalini rises to the crown chakra and the person becomes a light
house bringing in energy and also feels all sorts of energies others do not detect.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ahh, so what exactly happens to DNA when it " activates " ?
How does that happen, physically ?
Can you describe the mechanism in a scientific sense for me, I'm having a little trouble picturing it.
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What are the strands hooked to ?
If someone had more then 2 " strands " would it show up in a lab test ?
Thanks
Quoting: !saac

they group in custers of 2 strands forming a 6 pointed star of david, looking a bit like a minature
fiber optic cable.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15152757
United States
06/15/2012 01:30 AM
Can you explain what " DNA hooking " is ?
Quoting: !saac

all humans have basic 2 strand DNA like the animals do. Then there is what is called "junk DNA"
by scientists. This is not junk, it is DNA that activates as a person grows spiritually. When there
are 12 strands hooked, the kundalini rises to the crown chakra and the person becomes a light
house bringing in energy and also feels all sorts of energies others do not detect.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ahh, so what exactly happens to DNA when it " activates " ?
How does that happen, physically ?
Can you describe the mechanism in a scientific sense for me, I'm having a little trouble picturing it.
What are the strands hooked to ?
If someone had more then 2 " strands " would it show up in a lab test ?
Thanks
Quoting: !saac

they group in custers of 2 strands forming a 6 pointed star of david, looking a bit like a minature
fiber optic cable.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I see.
Ok thanks.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17288974
United States
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06/15/2012 01:41 AM
NIP your website is down.
Quoting: Andyjax

Still down for me also!
How you doing Candace? We've been doing neurology appts. out of town, so we're pretty worn
out.
The symptoms of this solar stuff also very intense. Is hurting anywhere there is an old injury,
especially the neuropathies. Lots of heart palps too.
Quoting: Ozark

I had an ulnar neuropathy. It got basically cured by the intervention of Gaia Man here on GLP, but
occasionally I feel the tingling a little bit when I am using the arm. The past few days though have
been like most days: I have not felt it at all.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6294497
United States
06/15/2012 01:57 AM
What is silver strand and rainbow strand?
Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
06/15/2012 05:47 AM

Interesting read this morning, as usual. Keep the updates coming!
paolo-r
User ID: 17975250
Italy
06/15/2012 06:03 AM
Jun 13:
More from Commander Monka
Still doubting our resolve?? Let us see...
In Twenty Four hours you WILL see
In Forty Eight hours the public WILL see...
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Now we are 24 hours after the 13..nothing happens...
I think Candace must say "i'm sorry".. too many years too many lies..
Candace the game is ended; you are from the darkside
stop your game!!
Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
06/15/2012 06:09 AM

Candace, any comment on the thread this morning, "Something just came down"?

<<LOOK`n thru YOU>>
User ID: 922574
United States
06/15/2012 06:13 AM

Good morning all...will be watching the skies this weekend..Hopefully we have some clear
nights..Have a great weekend everybody..Nice DNA explanation NIP...Makes perfect sense to
me..;)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 01:02 PM
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Candace, any comment on the thread this morning, "Something just came down"?
Quoting: Renaissance Woman

not much I briefly checked it last night when it was new and not again after that.
The green fireballs can be any of several things including craft moving from green glow into
cloaking. Ditto orange stuff. Can be meteors or craft. This didn't seem like a meteor shower and
the descriptions varied and stuff was seen I remember even in California, so I hope it was show
and tell of some sort.
My own skies were half cloudy with nothing of interest the few times I wnt out to look.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17821837
United States
06/15/2012 02:05 PM
24 hours UTC time was up yesterday....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 02:39 PM

24 hours UTC time was up yesterday....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17821837

yes it was and things have happened, they just aren't on your TV yet
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
06/15/2012 03:05 PM
Has anyone else noticed less or no chemtrails?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
06/15/2012 03:35 PM
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Has anyone else noticed less or no chemtrails?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16249527

I've been noticing chemtrails. Not so much today, but certainly yesterday. It seems they never give
up.
Roel
User ID: 5684461
United Kingdom
06/15/2012 03:49 PM
24 hours UTC time was up yesterday....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17821837

yes it was and things have happened, they just aren't on your TV yet
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What's happened?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/15/2012 04:49 PM

24 hours UTC time was up yesterday....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17821837

yes it was and things have happened, they just aren't on your TV yet
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What's happened?
Quoting: Roel

none of your business yet, lets just say continuing to stop war activities, dealing with the financial
games in a big way.
msz
Love energy can change the world
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User ID: 17988124
United States
06/15/2012 05:14 PM

What's happened?
Quoting: Roel

none of your business yet, lets just say continuing to stop war activities, dealing with the financial
games in a big way.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

its like being a kid waiting for Christmas, but we dont know exactly when Christmas will be!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/16/2012 01:14 AM
snip - ...'The key to our freedom is peaceful mass non compliance'...- snip
[link to abundanthope.net]
This is what we should all strive for. Love it!!
FC
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16052185
Norway
06/16/2012 07:06 AM
I suppose the forum is for the ones who choose to remain with the earth during and after stasis. I
suppose ones who join the forum are obligated to remain with the earth. I suppose joining the
forum is like making a promise for being a part of the new creations on this earth.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 08:33 AM
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I suppose the forum is for the ones who choose to remain with the earth during and after stasis. I
suppose ones who join the forum are obligated to remain with the earth. I suppose joining the
forum is like making a promise for being a part of the new creations on this earth.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16052185

no obligation to remain on earth. Its for people who support the concepts of living life as a mission,
are serving now, and most do expect to stay after stasis. Its a place for like mind, some from here
are really liking have a dedicated place that came from here.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 3641884
United States
06/16/2012 11:16 AM
nothing new on my TV. now looking next episode of TeleTubbies while waiting...
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 2856052
United States
06/16/2012 12:35 PM
NIP IS RIGHT. THIS INFO IS OK.
THE ULTIMATUM EXPIRES ON 21/06
THE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE IMMINENT.
THE EVENT COMMENCES 3 DAYS LATER
THE LOCK-DAWN FINISHES ON 27/06
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 12:58 PM

NIP IS RIGHT. THIS INFO IS OK.
THE ULTIMATUM EXPIRES ON 21/06
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THE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE IMMINENT.
THE EVENT COMMENCES 3 DAYS LATER
THE LOCK-DAWN FINISHES ON 27/06
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2856052

the event commences before the announcements, they just want to get some truth on tv in the
political and monetary realm before the 3 days. People are not going to yet accept star fleet until
"god" does the 3 days of darkness, then they will want to listen up. thank banking going belly up
will surely get some attention, everyone is go glued to money. It is always important to keep
smaller money at home, because plastic won't like be working if all crashes down.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16998097
United States
06/16/2012 01:46 PM
will you give us a new date next month, when nothing happens?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 04:18 PM

will you give us a new date next month, when nothing happens?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16998097

we hardly ever give dates, the recent ones were NOT for ur readers, they were for the thugs, but
that said, the public wll know one didn't happen.
Orvontonian
User ID: 18018640
Mexico
06/16/2012 04:43 PM

NIP IS RIGHT. THIS INFO IS OK.
THE ULTIMATUM EXPIRES ON 21/06
THE ANNOUNCEMENTS ARE IMMINENT.
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THE EVENT COMMENCES 3 DAYS LATER
THE LOCK-DAWN FINISHES ON 27/06
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2856052

the event commences before the announcements, they just want to get some truth on tv in the
political and monetary realm before the 3 days. People are not going to yet accept star fleet until
"god" does the 3 days of darkness, then they will want to listen up. thank banking going belly up
will surely get some attention, everyone is go glued to money. It is always important to keep
smaller money at home, because plastic won't like be working if all crashes down.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

IMO... tomorrow with Greece elections and next week with G20 & Syria developments are the key
events to unfold everything else.
Thanks for your posts NIP.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
06/16/2012 04:46 PM
Hi Candace,
Prompted by your recent post about joining the forum, I tried to find your previous article giving the
links for signing up. I couldn't find them. I used Google to find them at abundanthope.net, which it
did, but clicking the links Google came up with gave a "404 Not Found" error. Have the pages
gone missing?
Roel
User ID: 5684461
United Kingdom
06/16/2012 04:47 PM
+48 hours later
Roel
User ID: 5684461
United Kingdom
06/16/2012 04:50 PM
Got me wondering whether a single channeling apart from Law of One has ever been right about
something happening in the physical.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/16/2012 08:37 PM
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Hi Candace,
Prompted by your recent post about joining the forum, I tried to find your previous article giving the
links for signing up. I couldn't find them. I used Google to find them at abundanthope.net, which it
did, but clicking the links Google came up with gave a "404 Not Found" error. Have the pages
gone missing?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16621159

I posted a detailed piece yesterday on joining that replaces all the others and is to top until the
end of this month.
[link to abundanthope.net]
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
06/17/2012 02:56 AM

Once again saying THANKYOU Candace and

this thread.

I wish I had enough green to pin it.
Love and Blessings
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 09:56 AM
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Once again saying THANKYOU Candace and

this thread.

I wish I had enough green to pin it.
Love and Blessings
Quoting: firmament

well it's quiet on the thread right now, I don't think a pin would do much for it. IF I start another
thread today, on covering the hierarchy and structure of the creation, that might be pin worthy.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 17743996
France
06/17/2012 11:16 AM
please cover me it's happening now they are coming online
Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
United States
06/17/2012 11:39 AM

please cover me it's happening now they are coming online
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17743996

Please elaborate.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 18094628
United States
06/17/2012 12:13 PM
please cover me it's happening now they are coming online
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17743996

hey mon-ami! what do you mean by this? are you talking about the planetary portals leading to the
Agartha network? they are supposed to come online only after the solstice next wk

paolo-r
User ID: 18094747
Italy
06/17/2012 12:23 PM
CM doesn't exist...ESU also...
All you can read on AH is coming from Candace and her dark friends..
Why?To make money...using false hope..
Candace I suggest you to chang your sit name from AH to FH (false hope)
By the end of the month when nothing will be happened..I'll be here
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1791513
06/17/2012 12:23 PM
i guess this is about the operation LOCK-DAWN Sheldan was speaking off
it's time to
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 07:02 PM

Please ignore Paolo, this guy used to do this by email to me too and I spent a lot of time on him,
to no avail. I am deleting the above off. every now and then he comes here. If he can't learn
something from this , not my fault.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
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06/17/2012 07:04 PM

i guess this is about the operation LOCK-DAWN Sheldan was speaking off
it's time to
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1791513

I don't read sheldon any more, which week is this from, linky?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 07:05 PM

please cover me it's happening now they are coming online
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 17743996

hey mon-ami! what do you mean by this? are you talking about the planetary portals leading to the
Agartha network? they are supposed to come online only after the solstice next wk

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 18094628

???? the agartha people were evacuated off the planet last fall, for their safety, they cannot be on
the planet either during the major axis shift.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
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United States
06/17/2012 07:09 PM

snip - ...'The key to our freedom is peaceful mass non compliance'...- snip
[link to abundanthope.net]
This is what we should all strive for. Love it!!
FC
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

nice video,, ron did well in finding this one. except the transcript doesn't MATCH. will send him a
note. the film is however impressive, from a speech that has long been around, I forgot who its
from. Several versions have been made on you tube.
This is the correct link to the you tube that goes with the transcript. [link to www.youtube.com]
This is the link he accidently posted, also worthy. [link to www.youtube.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 07:47 PM

will you give us a new date next month, when nothing happens?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16998097

my entire team will provide what is desired by crew above. And I can inform you that we do NOT
get together amongst ourselves as to the telepaths, other than social chat or issues with the
forums and the like. We do not talk the telepathy in other words, all the messages come very
independently of each other. There are never any "hints" provided as to what is going to be
covered. We on the ground don't get together to decide what should be put out.
There are 6 of us I think that do the target messages, they are not all mine. there were 7 different
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people in that string last Tuesday I think it was.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16249527
United States
06/17/2012 08:02 PM
According to Esu we should see something soon? Soon as in a few days ? I understand that
plans get changed but can I expect something to happen within a week or a month?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 08:27 PM

According to Esu we should see something soon? Soon as in a few days ? I understand that
plans get changed but can I expect something to happen within a week or a month?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 16249527

you can expect it to happen when it happens. Just always be ready, because plastic cards won't
work and you have to be ready for no electricity, just in case. These messages of urgency are far
more for the dark than readers as to the target stuff.
To those who come here to taunt, like Paolo in Italy, understand even YOU are going to come into
service when it happens so we put up with the shit.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15734219
United States
06/17/2012 08:41 PM
Are these people real? Esau and the 6 people ground force? Or is this role playing thread?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 08:48 PM
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Are these people real? Esau and the 6 people ground force? Or is this role playing thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15734219

why don't you just visit 7 1/2 years of work by MANY of us on my website and answer that your
self. And its ESU not Esau. We have a pretty good sized list of telepaths and a couple NOT in that
list. I have a global team. Our telapaths from several countries and we have people on my team
that are not telepaths. We do NOT for safety's sake list them all on my website anymore.
There is no way I can create everything by myself that WE have produced. I am ot a one man
show. I run a global organization of "Messiahs". We are the actual 2nd Coming Organization for
this earth, that is partnered with Michael of Nebadon and Esu and we carry the work of many
others up there right now also.
Some of this work has been going on for years, the "teaching mission" since oh gosh the late
1800's so to speak. This is more than a teaching organization. When the long stasis is over, man
will not be organized for a time, and we shall also govern the world for a time as things stabilize.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 15734219
United States
06/17/2012 08:49 PM
Are these people real? Esau and the 6 people ground force? Or is this role playing thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15734219

why don't you just visit 7 1/2 years of work by MANY of us on my website and answer that your
self. And its ESU not Esau. We have a pretty good sized list of telepaths and a couple NOT in that
list. I have a global team. Our telapaths from several countries and we have people on my team
that are not telepaths. We do NOT for safety's sake list them all on my website anymore.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ok interesting...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/17/2012 08:52 PM
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Are these people real? Esau and the 6 people ground force? Or is this role playing thread?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15734219

why don't you just visit 7 1/2 years of work by MANY of us on my website and answer that your
self. And its ESU not Esau. We have a pretty good sized list of telepaths and a couple NOT in that
list. I have a global team. Our telapaths from several countries and we have people on my team
that are not telepaths. We do NOT for safety's sake list them all on my website anymore.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Ok interesting...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 15734219

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1255851
United States
06/18/2012 12:58 PM
NIP
how do you explain Agar'tha network have been evacuated since few months ago (because off an
impending Polar shift) and you with your team remain all this time abandoned on the surface
waiting to perish? does it make any sense to you (or to others) ?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 16621159
United Kingdom
06/18/2012 02:29 PM
NIP
how do you explain Agar'tha network have been evacuated since few months ago (because off an
impending Polar shift) and you with your team remain all this time abandoned on the surface
waiting to perish? does it make any sense to you (or to others) ?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1255851

My understanding is that they were evacuated because they were sufficiently knowledgeable in
the ways of the world for them to understand the situation and go voluntarily in an orderly fashion.
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This lot on the surface would freak out if they saw the sky filled with UFOs -- with the dark brothers
adding to their fears -- so they need to be handled differently. Hence the Three Days of Darkness
and what happens during and after that.
We aren't being left to perish.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 17953868
United States
06/18/2012 05:12 PM

NIP
how do you explain Agar'tha network have been evacuated since few months ago (because off an
impending Polar shift) and you with your team remain all this time abandoned on the surface
waiting to perish? does it make any sense to you (or to others) ?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1255851

we are not abandoned on the surface waiting to perish. Since when. The reptilians were
evacuated off for their safety besides other issues in 2007. It is easier to process people when
they are taken in groups in that regard. At every disaster like Japan quake, folks are evacuated off
then too. All who will board anyway. Those prepared will even be removed by beam me up scotty.
The plans are well done and NOBODY in this sense is going to be "left behind" the face the earth
changes. That is what the STASIS is about in the first place because man cannot survive them
otherwise.
members of my team go frequently to ship, I was up last night for example, I don't think that
constitutes abandonment.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/18/2012 11:19 PM
Wow, it's really here. The lastest message on AH, must read.
[link to abundanthope.net]
FC
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
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User ID: 17953868
United States
06/18/2012 11:19 PM

Wow, it's really here. The lastest message on AH, must read.
[link to abundanthope.net]
FC
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

and this one is for YOU ONEs, not our thugs
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18225744
United States
06/19/2012 11:15 AM

today on my forum, someone posted as a reminder this piece of Hazels over a year ago. In
response to the piece by Siraya last night.
Those making it a mission to collect clusters of 3 green thumbs, these works from my website are
approved by SHR of GLP for publishing of FULL content. Please do not waste the mods time by
making copyright infringement reports to them. See the end of the post for link and details.
Thankyou. NIP/Candace

The politics of Patience
By Nebadonia thru Hazel
Apr 12, 2011 - 1:29:58 PM

The politics of Patience-
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Nebadonia
Patience must be allowed to preside in and over your dealings with yourselves and with others. It
is the one virtue that cultures staying power and ensures that goals and projects are seen to
completion. The Father’s patience is all enduring and without distinction. It is His nature and
therefore yours.
We in the celestial realms note the impatience that you ones suffer at times. We are sympathetic
to your plight on earth as you are confronted with having to address the energies of darkness
which continuously attempt to place spokes in the wheels of your progress and success. You feel
powerless at times to attend to your holy work in light of the flagrant opposition you must deal
with.
We do not judge your impatience dear ones but instead gently seek to refocus you on the inner
knowledge which you possess and strength you bear to allow for greater understanding of the
benefits that being patient can yield.
The human anatomy is a complex figure and the physical and emotional are so inextricably
intertwined that the spiritual sometimes get lost or temporarily forgotten. It is indeed a great task to
keep the spirit working for you that you may overcome the physical and emotional weaknesses
which assail you at times. This is well understood by US.
However beloveds these are not ordinary times in which you live and you are by no means
ordinary. You are not citizens of earth per se but citizens of Nebadon. My desire is that you see
the bigger picture that you may comprehend the usefulness of harnessing your patience and
using it to your advantage during these caustic times.
Many of you have chosen and have been chosen to incarnate during these auspicious times in
your earth’s cycle. You have in fact come to lend of your expertise gained through your souls’
experiences. You have come to assist in stretching the consciousness of humanity. Whether you
choose to believe it or not many of you are professionals at the soul level. What do I mean by
this? I mean highly evolved. You have been in the process time and time again through various
incarnations and you have had to exercise exorbitant amounts of patience. You succeeded in your
past endeavours and have qualified to be here at this time. You are in fact above everything that
you experience on your plane for most of you have already conquered worse. The point is that
you are in charge of yourself and therefore you decide whether to rule with or without patience.
The key to ruling with patience is your ability to remain connected and anchored in the divine
presence from within. If you cultivate in your awareness the need to remain so you will find that
impatience will be dissolved with greater ease. This is because you are bonding with a higher
energy which allows you to feel a sense of inner calm and reassurance about matters. You are
taken back to the point of reality and it becomes easier to shed your impatience when you can
appreciate that which is real.
When you indulge in impatience for too long you create a spiritual blockage and you become
unable to channel positive energies. The whole world will then appear ugly and you dwell in the
thinking that there is no justice. You create a state of unhappiness for yourself and the value of
faith and trust becomes diminished.
We speak time and time again of God potential which you all have; and for some at soul level you
have already attained that degree of Oneness. Beloved children of Aton this is the time to
exercise your God muscles in every area of your lives. The responsibility lies with you and no one
else. If another’s action makes your unhappy will you choose to dwell in that aura or do you
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choose to see with higher vision and understanding? The point being dear ones is that you have a
choice. The choice however must go beyond that of being happy or being sad; being impatient or
patient. These responses are effects caused by perception. The true choice is to be or not to be
that which you truly are- God/Self. At your current level this is the choice you must be making.
What do you demand from and off yourself?
Do not treat Michael as separate from you for little do you know or truly appreciate that at soul
level you all contribute to the decision making process. The exact decisions you agree with
become the exact decisions that you are sometimes uncomfortable with; and it is this which
breeds bouts of impatience.
Great joys are upon you all dear ones and as you say- all that is good is worth waiting for. I know
that this does not bring you the comfort that you may need at this time but take solace in the fact
that you are living in the times prophesied and what you have been prepared for by Michael and
the host are very much upon you now. Allow the sequence of the divine plan to work through; for
you are experiencing its manifestations currently. This is the time for cementation, for in the
prelude to the events you must ensure your anchoring in God. Your efforts must now be attributed
to securing yourself in God presence within and securing God’s presence within. Be alert to the
emotions and feelings evoked at this time by the energies around you. The fight is not over with
the dark ones and you must SECURE yourselves in Michael’ light and love through your inner
awareness. You cannot lapse at this time beloveds; for a momentary lapse could result in an
energetic strike by the dark ones against you. You are OUR beloved children whose faithfulness
WE have recognised and WE ask you to preserve yourselves during these times.
I will offer you a visualisation that you can do anytime that you feel negative thoughts or emotions
beginning its assault.
I want you to remember that you are in control. That control comes from within and therefore
nothing on the outside can harm you unless you give it permission to. See Michael standing in
your presence. Feel yourself grow in length and breadth and feel the expansion of energy within
you. Dwell for many moments in this field of energy; accustom yourself to its power by feeling its
pulse. Then I want you to see your entire being as light. In this very moment you have
relinquished the physical and you have reclaimed your true body. You are now impenetrable.
Remind yourself that you are light and light can never harm itself or others or be harmed. Remind
yourself that you are pure and incapable of being contaminated. I want you to remember now your
purpose and remember who you are. Hold on to this vision for as long as you need and then when
you are ready return to full consciousness. You are now empowered and your behaviour will
reflect your feelings.
The aim of this visualisation is two-fold. Firstly to facilitate a connection with Michael and His
energy so that you feel it as your own; and secondly to unconsciously allow you post visualisation
to respond by recapturing and retaking control.
Beloved children I am Nebadonia, Mother spirit come to offer a helping hand during these
challenging times. Patience will build strength, cement your trust, sustain your power and allow
you help others confidently in the days that are dawning a new reality.
Be patient with yourself, with others and with the process before you for I say to you that the
outcome will have been well worth your wait. It will exceed your expectations. I caveat this
statement by saying that I speak in your language that you may understand; for in God’s
dimension time has no equivalence and is without sequence.
Nebadonia
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[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/19/2012 03:25 PM
The opening paragraphs of 'The Message of The Divine Iliad' are gripping Nip. I can hardly wait to
read the whole thing. Almost fried my printer when printing out both of the latest pieces from your
site. I just feel so excited about everything even though I know it will be chaotic, for awhile at least.
Several nights ago while out looking at the sky around 11pm or so I saw a star which appeared to
flicker on & off. Then suddenly it seemed to move around in a circular motion & there was another
one next to it and they seemed to be cigar shaped. It was like watching movement thru a
microscope. It was really trippy, lasting about 5 minutes or so. Left me questioning what I saw.
The night sky just seems so active, the more you look, the more you see, if that make sense?
FC
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM, Who Might you Be?
User ID: 18225744
United States
06/19/2012 03:34 PM

The opening paragraphs of 'The Message of The Divine Iliad' are gripping Nip. I can hardly wait to
read the whole thing. Almost fried my printer when printing out both of the latest pieces from your
site. I just feel so excited about everything even though I know it will be chaotic, for awhile at least.
Several nights ago while out looking at the sky around 11pm or so I saw a star which appeared to
flicker on & off. Then suddenly it seemed to move around in a circular motion & there was another
one next to it and they seemed to be cigar shaped. It was like watching movement thru a
microscope. It was really trippy, lasting about 5 minutes or so. Left me questioning what I saw.
The night sky just seems so active, the more you look, the more you see, if that make sense?
FC
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524

as we publish more of that, including the other one today, the Secret of light, you will see the
Divine Illiad explained as he goes as to science. I need to maybe put some more of that in my
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signature file, I should change it every 2 to 3 days and hope some folks look at it and say more
than "hey you with the endless signature file", like these folks can't read more than 3 sentences at
a time!
firmament
User ID: 14463438
Germany
06/19/2012 04:04 PM

Those are my favorites by Walter Russel.
Read them more than once, reading them again now. Still having those "aha" moments, when
finally words start to transform into understanding the deep meaning behind the writings.
Love and Blessings
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/19/2012 08:55 PM
FC
I tried to Ignore it....can you?
By KiboDabi
Jun 19, 2012 - 9:42:22 PM

WARNING!...........................................................................

I know i just posted and i'm posting more and more and i'm pretty sure there's another one coming
tomorrow..........but so much left unsaid with so little time left....IMHO........and....mind you....under
the circumstances...if i'm hurrying in my sense of things...as far as time and space are
concerned...then i will still have no choice but to go completely off and attack at will....and then
some...on more fronts than they can handle until this thing is finished, over and done with once
and for all and for good.......................
i was just going to let you guys know that i posted another post on the blog...but...what the
heck....here's the whole thing....just so you don't have to go looking for
it..............................................................................
[link to kibodabi.wordpress.com] (the blog it's on, he put it on the forum, thus the intro above.
****************************************************************
i tried to ignore it….can you?
Cobra commanders’ cheerleader, Gigi, or whatever has posted a history lesson that is grossly
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distorted to the point of being filled with meticulous lies............or so I say.......
Most people, who have little if any idea of who and what the gnostics were and are, automatically
fall into some kind of ‘oooohhhh, gnostics..’ state whenever they see the word......
Please....
The gnostics, as a sect, were more informed than the rest, but even their writings have been
corrupted and if you’ve ever read the Urantia Book, you’d know........
For one, they viewed all ETs as Archons simply because their experience was one in which that
was all that they were able to come into contact with........ever wonder why?
Please to be informed that Lucifer was not an archangel........i repeat...Luicifer was not an
archangel....he was a system sovereign. That’s like mid-management for you corporate folks....
He was allowed by Christ Michael ATON to fulfill his rebellion against the Paradise Trinity and
Christ Michael because it was seen that more good would result than evil.
Yes....i know....it resulted in the great galactic war.....i understand, but sides had to be chosen.
This planet, which fell within Lucifers’ territory, was actually way behind enemy lines....so to
speak....
In fact, our original planetary prince betrayed the Light and joined the other side, thus handing this
planet to him.
This whole system was placed under quarantine by Christ Michael. Ask yourself....are quarantines
declared from without or from within the infection? That should tell you something right there.....
Now....
The great galactic war was between those peoples that remained true to the vision of Christ
Michael and accepted the being of the Paradise Trinity...and those that didn’t.......one of the
greatest issues in question was all the time, trouble and energy that was being extended to train
people, personalities, beings like you, human beings, to be the gods of the new universes..... This
made no sense to Lucifer. He thought it was a waste of time and could be done better than it was
being done by giving the higher beings, like him, a more direct hand in the matter....it’s not that it
was such a bad idea, it’s just that he wanted to go it alone and prove that he could do better....his
way...he failed. He failed and that failure ruined him to the point that he preferred uncreation to
learning to follow the Divine Will of The Eternal Father and His Sovereign Christ Michael of
Nebadon.
What can you do? He was given every chance to succeed or realize failure and come clean and
admit that he couldn’t do it and surrender to the perfect will of The Father in all things....and he
just couldn’t do it......damn. His loss, his uncreation hurt everybody, including Christ Michael and
Source....he could have done so much better and so much more if he had just surrendered to the
great truth of life....THE ONE PERFECT BEING KNOWS BEST.
Anyway..........here we are.
We were colonized by the Anunnaki, who proceeded to set themselves up as gods and screw with
our DNA and reduce us to the lesser beings that we are today.
However....they did this under specific contract to end their business at the appointed time.....that
time came in 1996 when the Treaty of Ancharra was signed, thus ending the Great Galactic War.
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The Ancharra Alliance was with the Anunnaki, the Draconians and the fallen angelics and other
beings that had chosen their side....the side of Lucifer.....
All that is over now, it no longer applies, but there are those that want you to believe that it still
applies and that the dark on this planet are not flesh and blood beings, like you and I are.
When the Anunnaki surrendered and joined the Light, they told their Earth minions that they
should be smart and do the same...they didn’t.
Too much effort over the course of too many years made them stubborn. They wanted to do
everything they could to bring their plans to fruition....silly people...
Things got sloppy for them after that...the internet took off big time, 9/11 was full of holes and an
obvious inside job to anyone with eyes to see and a mind to discern...though these people are a
huge minority, it was enough to light fires and fires give off light....and heat...so the heat was
on.....
Now it’s grab as catch can....for all sides of what’s left of the war...which is all here, now......
And I, for one, think it is highly ridiculous to now say that ETs are helping us, when just weeks
before...all ETs were evil Archons..........are we really that stupid?
We reincarnated here because of the quarantine, not because of a matrix grid that was designed
to keep us in fear, materiality, competition and control. True, it helped, but don’t think for a minute
that they ever had that much power after the bestowal mission of Christ Michael in Esu, whom you
know as Jesus...but that’s another post...........
Cc and Gg want you to believe that they hold the keys to the kingdom in their hands and it isn’t so.
WE hold those keys and those keys open the gates and the doors to unity in consciousness with
GOD AND CHRIST as our source and creators...we owe them everything and it’s time that we
acted accordingly.
All those millions of ships out there, struggling to get us to raise our vibrations, our frequencies,
our consciousnesses, our beings, to the highly desired level of clarity and understanding have
been thwarted and delayed again and again simply because we, as a planetary people, are
reluctant to accept our true place as servants of THE ONE IN BEING.
THEY DO! WHY CAN’T WE?
You think that they’re all here just because they want to be helpful? Sure they want to be helpful.
It’s in their nature. But the fact of the matter is that whole planets and civilizations have been
destroyed for being less dark and controlled that we are.
So why?
Because this is a Divine Mandate, that’s why!
GET IT THROUGH YOUR HEADS PEOPLE!
This all about GOD and our relationship with HIM and the relationship that HE wants to have with
us and if we want to make it to the next stage then we damn well better get with the program and
see and hear the truth.........but that’s me and you don’t have to see and hear the truth I speak or
write...it’s up to you what you want. This is going to be personal, individual adjudication...it’s
sorting...judgment...graduation to a higher learning on a better campus or back to school and
maybe a few grades to boot...if you’re not kicked out entirely...that’s all on you.
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Your thing........remember?

One last thing......
Personally....my opinion is that it’s clearly a deception when anyone tells you that it’s the Jesuits
that are telling the Elders of Zion what to do. The Jesuits are full of Luciferians and Satanists and
the core of that is found in the cabal that plagues you and they are ruled by the Elders of Zion.
I know....your thing...they’re just victims...Surely the pope is more than happy to blame the
crucifixion of Christ on the Romans because he really believes it’s the truth....in spite of what the
bible says...and all the bankers and lawyers and doctors and media and corporate moguls are
Jesuits..........what? You mean they’re not? Wow...who knew?
Wage war by deception.............whether that war be physical, mental, emotional or
spiritual.........financial, political, medical, military, electronic, informational, educational, religious,
racial, sexual, propaganda, philosophical, mystical....occult.....
Wage war by deception...against man and God
Wage war by deception...was not Lucifer the great deceiver?
Wage war by deception....by any means necessary...the means justify the ends...might makes
right...
Wage war by deception....meditate on defeating already dealt with and defeated non-physical
enemies instead of the physical enemies in front of your face...
Wage war by deception....make your enemy the enemy of your enemy......and have no friends...
Wage war by deception.....until you win or are finally conquered and destroyed and war is no
more
Wage war by deception...until the very end and destroy the world as you are destroyed...
Wage war by deception...the war goes on as long as they continue to be deceived...
Wage war by deception... everywhere, anywhere, any way, every way you can
Wage war by deception...all day every day

Wage war by deception
Wage war by deception
Wage war by deception
Candace: Now this Cobra guy, again this website [link to 2012portal.blogspot.ca] YOu can read
the recent stuff there, some truth mixed with the bull, Wage War by Deception. Eve had a vision,
which I mentioned abut the New Agers on the conveyor belt into the mouth of the NWO, well the
traffic to this website proves it.
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Now go to this transcript of the first part of a recent radio interview with Cobra. Here is a small
portion of this, proves the point, as Keenan is an arch enemy involved in the take out of the OITC

So, what’s happening now is actually, there is a certain group within the Rothschild and
Rockefeller faction that would like to surrender, most likely the central bankers. This is not the
whole of the Cabal, this is just one faction.

SC: Yes.
Cobra: They’ve been negotiating, especially with Keenan. And Drake is in contact with Keenan,
and they are negotiating this.
SC: So, when you say “Keenan,” that’s Neil Keenan who…
Cobra: Yes.
SC: … I think David Wilcock first said, that had served the liens on not only the Federal Reserve
but then the 12 Federal Reserve banks in America, and also some of the central banks within
Europe.
Cobra: Exactly.
SC: So, have you been in contact with Drake to find this out, or have you got your own intel
sources that give you that information?
Cobra: I have no contact with Drake, I work independently. But I have my own sources, and they
said this is happening, this is true.
SC: Okay. So, do you know how the Cabal has stepped forward? Like, what did they say? What
did — like who did they — did they just contact Neil Keenan direct and say, “We’re interested in
making some sort of deal here”?
Cobra: They contacted Neil Keenan, and I think also Drake received a phone call from them. And
they just — they are scared, they would like to surrender. And there is no news yet how this all
turned out, because they still need to think about it, a few days maybe.
SC: Okay.
[link to abundanthope.net]
This piece is under copyright protection of [link to www.abundanthope.net] It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in any way and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of
it can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
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United States
06/19/2012 10:03 PM
Candace thank you for posting the Walter Russel material. I downloaded them and starting
printing them. I find it easier for me to read from a book than on screen. Just want to say thank
you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5932524
United States
06/19/2012 10:37 PM
Candace thank you for posting the Walter Russel material. I downloaded them and starting
printing them. I find it easier for me to read from a book than on screen. Just want to say thank
you.
Quoting: Andyjax

me too :)
fc
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 10095476
06/20/2012 06:20 AM
FC
WARNING!....................................................
Cobra: They contacted Neil Keenan, and I think also Drake received a phone call from them. And
they just — they are scared, they would like to surrender. And there is no news yet how this all
turned out, because they still need to think about it, a few days maybe.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5932524
is this truth? have compassion :)
SaLuSa 20-June-2012
You are getting so near to some real action that will leave you in no doubt that you are about to
witness the beginning of the end of the dark Ones. It is all arranged and cannot be held up much
longer. Even so you will be surprised at what is about to occur, and astonished that an operation
of such size has been mounted. The planning has been meticulous to ensure that the arrests are
as far as possible carried out in the least possible time. Be assured that the evidence of criminal
actions by each individual has been carefully documented, and is sufficient to uphold the charges
that will be made.
The Illuminati are shocked at the speed with which their fortunes have changed, and never
thought that they would have to answer for their crimes against Humanity.
Renaissance Woman
User ID: 10737781
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United States
06/20/2012 07:34 AM

The Illuminati are shocked at the speed with which their fortunes have changed, and never
thought that they would have to answer for their crimes against Humanity.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 10095476

Exciting info! So (this might be a dumb question, but...) how will we see this happening? Will it be
in the MSM, online somewhere, etc.?
timer chip 555
User ID: 638139
United States
06/20/2012 09:58 AM
How exactly are the "thugs" getting these warnings? Personnal visits? Email? Telepathic? HOW?
If they are just coming from your site--- then it's a non warning since they could care less.
Also, they have been given a final warning many times over the years....Looks like Dad is very
compassionate and the thugs could give a rats ass.
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